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DO NOT sell lottery tickets to any 
person under the age of 18.  A 
player must be at least 18 years 
of age to purchase a ticket. 18+
sceducationlottery.com
SellingNew Games
LAST DAY TO SELL
Wed., September 1:  Bingo Tripler (#1268), $2,000,000 Colossal Cash (#1284) & Fast 
     Bucks (#1301)
Wed., September 8:  $50 OR $100 (#1275), PayDay (#1282) & Lucky Gems (#1292)
Wed., September 29:  Mega Bucks (#1264), Money Mania (#1278) & Carolina Bonus 
     Cash (#1291)
LAST DAY TO RETURN
Fri., September 10:  Carolina Black Ruby (#1239) 
Fri., September 24:  3 Times Lucky (#1227) & Jackpot Bonus (#1277)
LAST DAY TO REDEEM
Tues., September 21:  Loteria (#1252)
Tues., September 28:  Green Backs (#1199) & Space Invaders (#1246)
      
-Dates current as of 7/12/21. 
Ticket Alerts
Launch dates and tickets are subject to change.  
Artwork shown is not necessarily representative 
of nal product.
HOLIDAY CLOSING:  Monday, September 6, 2021 - SCEL and our delivery 
partners will be closed to observe the Labor Day Holiday.  Tickets ordered on 
Friday, September 3 will be delivered on Tuesday, September 7.
Scheduled to launch Tues., September 7: 
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Reminders
BY STATE LAW, ODDS INFORMATION MUST BE 
DISPLAYED IN ALL RETAIL OUTLETS ADJACENT TO 
SCEL POINT OF SALE.  This information is included in 
the piece called “Odds of Our Games.”
Display the Top Prizes Remaining Report:  Every 
morning when you sign on, your terminal will 
generate a “Top Prizes Remaining” report.  Please 
post this updated report in the clear sleeve or the 
change mat placed on your counter by your MSR.  
The clear sleeve must be on your ticket dispenser or 
near the point of purchase.  You can run this report 
at any time from your reports menu if a player 
requests the information.
SCEL also provides updated prizes remaining and 
end-of-game information on a weekly basis.  This 
information is also sent out in all ticket orders.  
Please make sure you review and display the most 
current information in your play station.
Instant game fact sheets with odds and prize 
information are always available for players.  MSRs 
attach this information to a ring on the play station. 
Encourage players to read the information, but 
discourage them from removing this resource.
The Instant Game Ticket Information Sign and 
About Our Odds Sign must be posted at or near the 
point of purchase.
Contact Information
Ticket Orders:  Contact Your MSR
Stolen/Missing Tickets:  1-866-269-5668
IGT Help Desk:  1-844-458-8535
Customer Information: 1-866-736-9819 
Winning Numbers Line: 1-803-734-4966 (IWON)
Licensing Information: 1-866-737-7235 (Option 4)
Gambling Addiction Services: 1-877-452-5155
For more information, visit us online at:
w w w . s c e d u c a t i o n l o t t e r y .  c o m
Please Play Responsibly!             
www.PlayResponsiblySC.com
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Selling Points is published monthly by SCEL. Every eort 
is made to ensure the information presented is accurate. 
Due to print lead times and delivery, certain information 
may not be the nalized product or version. For 
questions about this publication,  call 803-737-4419.
1.  Big Ts, Goose Creek - $6,617,167.50 
2.  Devikinc, Sumter - $5,066,289 
3.  Sky Mart, Charleston - $4,497,601.50 
4.  Harry’s, Columbia - $3,890,425 
5.  Krishna of Summerville Inc, Summerville - $3,789,280.50 
6.  3 Way Food Mart #5, Aiken - $3,546,718.00 
7.  Quick Pantry #16, Greenwood - $3,494,242 
8.  V GO #21, Charleston - $3,434,454.50 
9.  Shiv Mart III, Columbia - $3,219,258 
10.  Garden Spot #4, Taylors - $3,198,580.50 
11.  Jimmy’s Mart, Columbia - $3,177,289 
12.  Discount Store, North Charleston - $3,000,595 
13.  Quick Store #3, Orangeburg - $2,955,353.50 
14.  S M Mart, Lugoff - $2,945,590.50 
15.  Quick Serve, Lexington - $2,924,815.50 
16.  Fuel Express, North Charleston - $2,891,962 
17.  Quikies, Greenwood - $2,874,516 
18.  QuickPantry #5, Orangeburg - $2,829,256.50 
19.  Shiv Food Mart #3, Sumter - $2,799,169.50 
20.  Savers #1, Dillon - $2,758,756.50 
21.  Green Pantry, North Charleston - $2,723,752.50 
22.  AMPM Food Mart #4, Columbia - $2,687,540.50 
23.  Charlie’s Grocery, Charleston - $2,682,563 
24.  Mo Convenience and Tobacco Store, Aiken - $2,676,446 
25.  Miller’s Store, Fort Mill - $2,667,243.50 
26.  Palm Pantry #1, Bamberg - $2,644,396 
27.  V Go Food Mart, Holly Hill - $2,644,288 
28.  Betty’s Quick Stop, Hemingway - $2,626,748 
29.  Sam’s Corner, Spartanburg - $2,601,919.50 
30.  Vgo #16, Charleston - $2,598,163.50 
31.  Veerraja LLC, Charleston - $2,579,421 
32.  Scotchman, Georgetown - $2,535,579.50 
33.  Corner Stop, Columbia - $2,441,999.50 
34.  Mini Mart , York - $2,430,704 
35.  Raceway #936, North Charleston - $2,394,751 
36.  Value Spot #4415 , Simpsonville - $2,386,800 
37.  Sunoco Quick Mart, Greenville - $2,372,347 
38.  Big T’s #2, Charleston - $2,369,645 
39.  Georgetown Citgo, Georgetown - $2,368,676.50 
40.  Road Runner, Hollywood - $2,356,291.50 
41.  Party World, Manning - $2,355,743.50 
42.  Kwik Stop Foods, Charleston - $2,352,466.50 
43.  Shree Jay Ambe LLC, North Charleston - $2,335,978.50 
44.  Tiger Express #19, Saint Helena Island - $2,334,390 
45.  Quick Lotto #7, Orangeburg - $2,322,909 
46.  BP Ridgeland, Ridgeland - $2,319,035.50 
1.  Big Ts, Goose Creek - $6,617,167.50
2.  Devikinc, Sumter - $5,066,289
3.  Sky Mart, Charleston - $4,497,601.50
4.  Harry’s, Columbia - $3,890,425
5.  Krishna of Summerville Inc, Summerville - $3,789,280.50
6.  3 Way Food Mart #5, Aiken - $3,546,718.00
7.  Quick Pantry #16, Greenwood - $3,494,242
8.  V GO #21, Charleston - $3,434,454.50
9.  Shiv Mart III, Columbia - $3,219,258
10.  Garden Spot #4, Taylors - $3,198,580.50
11.  Jimmy’s Mart, Columbia - $3,177,289
12.  Discount Store, North Charleston - $3,000,595
13.  Quick Store #3, Orangeburg - $2,955,353.50
14.  S M Mart, Lugo - $2,945,590.50
15.  Quick Serve, Lexington - $2,924,815.50
16.  Fuel Express, North Charleston - $2,891,962
17.  Quikies, Greenwood - $2,874,516
18.  QuickPantry #5, Orangeburg - $2,829,256.50
19.  Shiv Food Mart #3, Sumter - $2,799,169.50
20.  Savers #1, Dillon - $2,758,756.50
21.  Green Pantry, North Charleston - $2,723,752.50
22.  AMPM Food Mart #4, Columbia - $2,687,540.50
23.  Charlie’s Grocery, Charleston - $2,682,563
24.  Mo Convenience and Tobacco Store, Aiken - $2,676,446
25.  Miller’s Store, Fort Mill - $2,667,243.50
26.  Palm Pantry #1, Bamberg - $2,644,396
27.  V Go Food Mart, Holly Hill - $2,644,288
28.  Betty’s Quick Stop, Hemingway - $2,626,748
29.  Sam’s Corner, Spartanburg - $2,601,919.50
30.  Vgo #16, Charleston - $2,598,163.50
31.  Veerraja LLC, Charleston - $2,579,421
32.  Scotchman, Georgetown - $2,535,579.50
33.  Corner Stop, Columbia - $2,441,999.50
34.  Mini Mart, York - $2,430,704
35.  Raceway #936, North Charleston - $2,394,751
36.  Value Spot #4415, Simpsonville - $2,386,800
37.  Sunoco Quick Mart, Greenville - $2,372,347
38.  Big T’s #2, Charleston - $2,369,645
39.  Georgetown Citgo, Georgetown - $2,368,676.50
40.  Road Runner, Hollywood - $2,356,291.50
41.  Party World, Manning - $2,355,743.50
42.  Kwik Stop Foods, Charleston - $2,352,466.50
43.  Shree Jay Ambe LLC, North Charleston - $2,335,978.50
44.  Tiger Express #19, Saint Helena Island - $2,334,390
45.  Quick Lotto #7, Orangeburg - $2,322,909
46.  BP Ridgeland, Ridgeland - $2,319,035.50
47.  Short Stop, Orangeburg - $2,316,206
48.  Breakers #179, Florence - $2,316,036
49.  Gas N Go, North Charleston - $2,294,080
50.  Exxon, Georgetown - $2,288,913.50
51.  A One Express, Columbia - $2,285,421.50
52.  Sam’s Quick Mart, Kingstree - $2,267,414
53.  St Andrews C Mart, Columbia - $2,259,731
54.  Irmo Mini Mart, Irmo - $2,242,191.50
55.  Corner Stop #118, Sumter - $2,234,349.50
56.  Amoco Food Mart, Lake City - $2,226,612.50
57.  Durant Grocery, North Charleston - $2,221,088.50
58.  3 Way Food Mart #3, Estill - $2,202,437
59.  Corner Stop #106, Conway - $2,190,835
60.  OMKS LLC, Myrtle Beach - $2,179,191.50
61.  Ken’s Corner, Florence - $2,166,049.50
62.  Sav Way, Kingstree - $2,165,004
63.  Shop And Go, Beaufort - $2,163,106.50
64.  Situ LLC, Darlington - $2,158,866
65.  SKS Mart Inc, Columbia - $2,155,052
66.  Discount Mart, Rock Hill - $2,136,536.50
67.  Quick Store #6, Summerville - $2,128,661
68.  Kwik Mart, Sumter - $2,115,402
69.  1st Stop, Hartsville - $2,107,576
70.  River Country Store, Santee - $2,098,314
71.  Kwik Fill, Hanahan - $2,092,060.50
72.  4 Way Stop, Orangeburg - $2,085,032.50
73.  Quick Store #1, Orangeburg - $2,081,958
74.  Quick Shop, Marion - $2,079,225.50
75.  Fast Point, McCormick - $2,076,721.50
76.  Quick Pantry #35, Orangeburg - $2,075,854
77.  Abhi Enterprises, Florence - $2,071,801.50
78.  S & J Mart, Boiling Springs - $2,061,221.50
79.  JN’s Express Mart, Greenville - $2,060,814
80. Xpress Fuel, Greer - $2,049,095.50
81.  A&D Food Mart, Ganey - $2,045,013
82.  Sunhouse #3, Beaufort - $2,042,211
83.  Shree Food Mart, McClellanville - $2,032,242
84.  DD’S Food Mart #3, Union - $2,031,939.50
85.  Ski LLC, Goose Creek - $2,030,258
86.  Short Trip #12, Orangeburg - $2,023,823.50
87.  Short Trip #24, Ladson - $2,023,240
88.  Bob’s Food & Fuel, Lexington - $2,021,846
89.  Bell’s, Greenville - $2,011,502.50
90.  Edisto Pantry & Deli, Orangeburg - $2,008,965
91.  Raceway #6747, West Columbia - $2,004,297.50
92.  Sonny’s Citgo, Summerville - $1,988,549
93.  Inman Fast Stop, Inman - $1,983,620
94.  Pantry Plus, Columbia - $1,970,051.50
95.  Amoco Food Shop, Beaufort - $1,944,016.50
96.  Edisto Pantry, Orangeburg - $1,940,139.50
97.  Devi Food Mart LLC, Hampton - $1,931,849
98.  Quick Pantry #6, Orangeburg - $1,928,351.50
99.  Coastal Savers, Myrtle Beach - $1,922,040.50
100.  Ken’s Corner #3, Florence - $1,912,581
101.  Corner Cupboard #7, Cheraw - $1,909,247
102.  Quick Pantry, Saint Matthews - $1,902,282
103.  Murphy #8663, Garden City - $1,889,876.50
104.  Quick Pantry #9, North Charleston - $1,882,751
105.  Kash, Simpsonville - $1,878,350
106.  Quick Pantry #21, Orangeburg - $1,877,519
107.  Spring Valley Convenience Store, Columbia - $1,872,806
108.  MR Express LLC, Rock Hill - $1,870,290
109.  Quick Corner #2, Sumter - $1,861,870.50
110.  Corner Cupboard #4, Bennettsville - $1,860,379
111.  Arav SC Business LLC, Hilton Head - $1,859,062
112.  Express Lotto, Columbia - $1,856,289.50
113.  Umapati LLC, Moncks Corner - $1,853,353.50
114.  Eagle Express, Columbia - $1,839,624
115.  Southeast BP, Columbia - $1,835,797
116.  Simba Express #1, Columbia - $1,834,195
117.  52 Station, Moncks Corner - $1,832,706.50
118.  Zone Mart, North Charleston - $1,827,804
119.  Oxford Convenience Store, Beaufort - $1,815,203.50
120.  Quick Store, Orangeburg - $1,809,323
121.  4 Way of Elloree, Elloree - $1,799,283
122.  Kwik Mart, Ladson - $1,798,813.50
123.  Aum Sai, Eutawville - $1,797,867.50
124.  Short Stop, Ridgeland - $1,792,301.50
125.  J & S Food Mart IV, Columbia - $1,792,144
126.  Smart Stop, West Columbia - $1,785,066.50
127.  Fast Break, Manning - $1,784,095
128.  Midway One Stop, Eastover - $1,783,210.50
129.  White Pond Food N Beverage, Elgin - $1,779,761
130.  Busy Corner #3, Summerville - $1,773,101
131.  North Guignard Sunoco, Sumter - $1,771,563
132.  Yamuna Foodmart, Ridgeland - $1,769,255.50
133.  Corner Cupboard, Cheraw - $1,768,264
134.  Trask Shell Food Mart, Beaufort - $1,767,686
135.  Quick Pantry #3, Bowman - $1,759,938.50
136.  West Main Discount, Rock Hill - $1,759,187.50
137.  Busy Corner, Lake City - $1,755,479
138.  Yana Food Mart, Florence - $1,753,819.50
139.  Express Pantry, Columbia - $1,752,203.50
140.  US Mini Mart, Darlington - $1,749,505.50
141.  Ashley Mobile, North Charleston - $1,748,325
142.  Fuel Express, Sumter - $1,745,880
143.  Quick Pantry #42, Batesburg - $1,741,885.50
144.  Fuel Express, Moncks Corner - $1,734,461
145.  Quick Pantry #8, Santee - $1,733,987
146.  Publix Super Markets #824, North Charleston - $1,727,423
147.  Expressway #25, Anderson - $1,725,592
148.  Quick Stop #102, Latta - $1,724,711
149.  Carolina Pantry #2, Columbia - $1,723,475.50
150.  Phoenix Mart #72, Little River - $1,722,631.50
151.  Scott’s Food Store Heckle, Rock Hill - $1,694,241.50
152.  C K Mart #8, Columbia - $1,694,081.50
153.  Aviation Exxon, North Charleston - $1,691,239
154.  M & E Food Mart Inc, Rock Hill - $1,690,301
155.  Santee Landing, Santee - $1,690,080
156.  Community Mart, Columbia - $1,688,501.50
157.  Sai Mart, Spartanburg - $1,688,348
158.  Dusty Bend Discount Beverage, Camden - $1,681,694
159.  OM Mart, Eastover - $1,681,151.50
160.  MP Mart, Winnsboro - $1,679,878.50
161.  K & T Express LLC, York - $1,679,571.50
162.  209 Wilson Inc, Kingstree - $1,677,989.50
163.  OM Express Inc, North Charleston - $1,669,821
164.  Stop N Shop, Lexington - $1,661,129
165.  Maxwell Food Mart, Greenwood - $1,660,632
166.  Little River Food Mart, Little River - $1,660,501
167.  Quick Pantry #27, Greenwood - $1,656,459
168.  Sonny’s #4, Ladson - $1,650,641.50
169.  West End, Greenville - $1,638,630
170.  3 Way Food Mart #4, Johnston - $1,631,962
171.  Caper House #3, Saluda - $1,630,991
172.  EZ Trip #1, Aiken - $1,628,695
173.  Rainbow Mart, Goose Creek - $1,621,654.50
174.  Quick Stop, Ravenel - $1,617,218.50
175.  Publix Super Markets #1081, Mt. Pleasant - $1,616,068.50
176.  Raceway #846, West Columbia - $1,615,164.50
177.  Sav Mart #3, Florence - $1,613,248.50
178.  Alhanik LLC, Columbia - $1,611,718.50
179.  Leesburg Convenience Sales, Columbia - $1,608,507
180.  C Mart, Florence - $1,603,220
181.  Shiv Food Mart, Columbia - $1,603,096.50
182.  S M  Food Mart, Richburg - $1,601,265.50
183.  Timmonsville Mini Mart, Timmonsville - $1,594,636.50
184.  Dev’s Liquor Store, Johns Island - $1,593,277
185.  Short Trip #101, Manning - $1,591,586.50
186.  7 Days C Store, Walterboro - $1,591,109
187.  Sunoco, Sumter - $1,589,817
188.  Sunoco, Summerville - $1,585,844
189.  Eagle Express, West Columbia - $1,584,860.50
190.  Mega Stop, Lexington - $1,583,382.50
191.  Dorchester Mart, North Charleston - $1,578,545
192.  Dixon Shopping Plaza, Sumter - $1,578,464
193.  Minute Man Market, Manning - $1,576,069.50
194.  Jaibhavani Wildwood, Moncks Corner - $1,573,313
195.  Tiger Mart #16, North Myrtle Beach - $1,570,418
196.  Raceway #6753, Spartanburg - $1,568,876
197.  Two Notch Mart, Columbia - $1,567,909
198.  Murphy Express #8538, Columbia - $1,566,283.50
199.  Stop N Go, West Columbia - $1,565,624.50
200.  Harry’s Quick Stop, Greenville - $1,564,246.50
201.  Elloree Truck Stop, Elloree - $1,562,080
202.  JPS Corner Stop Inc, Ganey - $1,561,274
203.  One Stop of Columbia LLC, Columbia - $1,560,321.50
204.  Quick C Food Mart, Chester - $1,558,247
205.  B K World, Anderson - $1,553,328
206.  Quick Pantry #51, Orangeburg - $1,552,914
207.  Shell Food Mart, Beaufort - $1,551,265.50
208.  Lucky #7, Lugo - $1,549,530
209.  Main Street Express LLC, Conway - $1,549,493
210.  Yesha Tirth LLC, Manning - $1,543,928
211.  Royal #8, Greenwood - $1,543,246.50
212.  Express Mart, Spartanburg - $1,543,012
213.  J K Mart, Columbia - $1,540,640
214.  J and S Food Mart #8, Columbia - $1,534,541.50
215.  Sav Way #8, Lake City - $1,525,228.50
216.  Ed’s GTs Express Mart, Greenville - $1,521,549
217.  3543 Dorchester Road, North Charleston - $1,520,488.50
218.  Jay Shree Umiya LLC, Georgetown - $1,520,195.50
219.  Dalzell Grocery, Dalzell - $1,517,830
220.  Refuel, Sumter - $1,512,038.50
221.  Peachtree Grocery, Myrtle Beach - $1,509,746.50
222.  Short Trip #17, Sumter - $1,507,470.50
223.  Orange, Walterboro - $1,506,831.50
224.  Shop N Go II, Beaufort - $1,504,404
225.  Racers Food Store, Aiken - $1,503,915.50
226.  Quick Corner, Sumter - $1,492,234.50
227.  Family Mart, Darlington - $1,490,419.50
228.  Carolina Express, North Charleston - $1,489,127
229.  Lee’s Convenience Store Plus, Rock Hill - $1,487,651
230.  SNJ Market, Myrtle Beach - $1,484,974.50
231.  Pamplico Junction, Florence - $1,483,454
232.  Vy Vy Mart, Chester - $1,480,943.50
233.  Four Way Food Mart, Sumter - $1,479,298.50
234.  Sunoco Food Mart, Simpsonville - $1,475,121
235.  Palm Pantry #33, West Columbia - $1,473,302.50
236.  Refuel #52, North Myrtle Beach - $1,472,979.50
237.  Caper House #2, Johnston - $1,471,411.50
238.  A & J Food Mart, Abbeville - $1,470,762
239.  Store #101, Mauldin - $1,467,311.50
240.  Palm Pantry #2, Aiken - $1,466,619
241.  Irmo Convenience Store, Columbia - $1,466,543
242.  Garden Spot, Greenville - $1,465,453.50
243.  Quick Way #1, Greenwood - $1,461,163
244.  Quick Stop #2, Lexington - $1,460,529.50
245.  ABC Sunoco, Marion - $1,458,248.50
246.  Ike’s Food Mart, Greenville - $1,457,690.50
247.  Quick Pantry #14, Ladson - $1,451,489
248.  Stop-A-Minit #23, Anderson - $1,451,436
249.  City Food Mart, Columbia - $1,450,098
250.  G Food Mart, Greenwood - $1,448,147.50
251.  Stop N Shop, Columbia - $1,448,066.50
252.  Xpressway, Mauldin - $1,443,785.50
253.  Palmetto Food, Saint Stephen - $1,431,801
254.  Discount Tobacco, Elgin - $1,428,468
255.  P A A of Beaufort LLC, Beaufort - $1,427,928
256.  PM Food Mart, Hartsville - $1,426,831.50
257.  Gate Petroleum Co #326, Fort Mill - $1,426,105
258.  Broad River Mart, Columbia - $1,422,546
259.  Forestbrook Grocery, Myrtle Beach - $1,421,543
260.  Refuel, Murrells Inlet - $1,420,231
261.  One World 2 SC LLC, Johnston - $1,410,315.50
262.  Sharpe Shoppe #208, Columbia - $1,408,983.50
263.  7UP Mini Mart, Columbia - $1,408,021
264.  Enmark Station #857, Hilton Head Island - $1,405,904.50
265.  V Go, Camden - $1,405,408
266.  City Food, Darlington - $1,403,167.50
267.  Country Corner, Newberry - $1,402,810.50
268.  Sam’s Food Mart, Columbia - $1,400,492.50
269.  Harry’s Quick Stop, Greenville - $1,398,859.50
270.  Power Trac #10, Anderson - $1,398,070.50
271.  Energy Market, Easley - $1,396,724.50
272.  Lady’s Island Shell, Beaufort - $1,396,171.50
273.  Orangeburg Quick Mart Inc, Orangeburg - $1,394,721
274.  Country Fast Mart, Murrells Inlet - $1,394,608.50
275.  DD’s Food Mart #4, Orangeburg - $1,393,003
276.  Vinayaka LLC, Myrtle Beach - $1,392,263.50
277.  Quick Food Mart, Orangeburg - $1,392,257
278.  Cruizers, Florence - $1,391,634.50
279.  Ed’s GTs Express Mart, Greenville - $1,391,139.50
280.  Speedy Express #2, Walterboro - $1,389,335.50
281.  Bluton Market, Bluton - $1,389,236.50
282.  Jack’s Conv. Store of Lancaster, Lancaster - $1,382,746.50
283.  Palm Pantry 7, Laurens - $1,382,182
284.  Refuel #53, Surfside Beach - $1,381,579.50
285.  Mahi Food Mart, Greenville - $1,380,024.50
286.  Sunoco Food Mart, Columbia - $1,378,255
287.  76 Express, Marion - $1,377,648
288.  Butch’s Foodmart LLC, Dillon - $1,375,156
289.  Quick Pantry #103, Aiken - $1,375,032
290.  Palmetto Express, Conway - $1,370,493.50
291.  Publix Super Markets #473, Hilton Head - $1,370,096
292.  G P Mart #2, Lexington - $1,369,385.50
293.  KC Express, Columbia - $1,369,316.50
294.  Palm Pantry #11, Barnwell - $1,366,034
295.  Tanners LLC, Sumter - $1,363,858.50
296.  Enmark Station #851, Bluton - $1,363,321
297.  Cuzs Corner, Winnsboro - $1,361,989.50
298.  Quick Pantry #102, Marion - $1,361,866.50
299.  GS Mini Mart, West Columbia - $1,359,362.50
300.  OM Food Mart, Roebuck - $1,359,005
301.  Lake City Mart, Lake City - $1,357,677.50
302.  High Hill Quickll, Darlington - $1,357,438
303.  Fatboy’s Convenience, Sumter - $1,356,604.50
304.  Maruti Food Mart, Hardeeville - $1,355,044
305.  Gopi LLC, North Charleston - $1,354,661.50
306.  The Market On Main, Harleyville - $1,354,112.50
307.  Paras Point, Taylors - $1,353,021
308.  Mozingo’s Grocery, Sumter - $1,351,987.50
309.  AM PM Food Mart Inc, Columbia - $1,347,352
310.  Mount Gallant Express, Rock Hill - $1,346,687
311.  Sumter Stop, Sumter - $1,346,680.50
312.  Hardeeville Maruti LLC, Hardeeville - $1,344,840.50
313.  Maruti Food Mart #2, Bluton - $1,341,827
314.  Janki Food Mart, Summerville - $1,341,683
315.  Sav A Ton Trucks Stop, Columbia - $1,339,784
316.  Palm Pantry #10, North - $1,338,793.50
317.  Brightmart Exxon, Anderson - $1,336,448.50
318.  Caper House #6, Camden - $1,334,497
319.  Coastal Petro, Myrtle Beach - $1,334,064.50
320.  Midway Grocery, Lancaster - $1,333,592.50
321.  Sharpe Shoppe  #1, Blythewood - $1,333,148.50
322.  Mo Conv. and Tobacco Store, Beech Island - $1,330,910.50
323.  Savway #24, Florence - $1,330,817
324.  Roger’s Food and Beverage, Pageland - $1,330,757.50
325.  Sav Way #18, Darlington - $1,328,482.50
326.  5th Avenue, Newberry - $1,327,920
327.  Raceway #6751, Spartanburg - $1,326,914
328.  Diya USA INC, Greenville - $1,326,241
329.  Express Mart, Myrtle Beach - $1,326,111.50
330.  The Forks, Lancaster - $1,325,177
331.  Quick Pantry #37, Orangeburg - $1,324,754.50
332.  90 Express, Conway - $1,322,012.50
333.  The Country Peddler, Newberry - $1,321,278
334.  Hari OM Mart, Rock Hill - $1,320,172
335.  Jimmy’s Citgo, West Columbia - $1,319,864.50
336.  Lowes Foods #233, Murrells Inlet - $1,319,508
337.  Sai Baba Ram LLC, Saint George - $1,317,388
338.  Tanner’s General Store, Hemingway - $1,317,286
339.  DCP Food Mart, Columbia - $1,312,569.50
340.  Cypress Mart, Moncks Corner - $1,309,225
341.  A1 Food Store, North Charleston - $1,307,808.50
342.  Mick’s Food Mart, Myrtle Beach - $1,307,617.50
343.  Xpress Travel Center, Orangeburg - $1,306,645
344.  Quick Stop, Columbia - $1,304,968.50
345.  Corner Stop #57, Laurens - $1,304,873
346.  Corner Gas, Moncks Corner - $1,302,342
347.  Pawleys Express, Pawleys Island - $1,302,231.50
348.  Best Stop #1, Columbia - $1,302,198
349.  SM Mart Georgetown, Georgetown - $1,301,432
350.  Amita Food Mart, Beaufort - $1,297,235.50
351.  Carolina Pantry #2, Summerton - $1,293,773
352.  Airport Stop & Shop, Aiken - $1,293,011
353.  Sky Mart #3, Charleston - $1,291,200.50
354.  Short Trip #3, Manning - $1,288,242
355.  Cruizers XIII, Florence - $1,287,874.50
356.  Everyday Spot, Moncks Corner - $1,285,264.50
357.  Shiv Mart, Columbia - $1,283,774
358.  Corner Stop #15, Spartanburg - $1,282,705.50
359.  VHS Inc, Greenwood - $1,282,561
360.  Pride Quick Stop LLC, York - $1,274,292.50
361.  Tobacco Shop, Walterboro - $1,269,566
362.  Springdale C, Rock Hill - $1,269,206.50
363.  Stop N Go, North Charleston - $1,267,608
364.  Ken Food Mart #1, Spartanburg - $1,264,904.50
365.  Hollywood Market, Hollywood - $1,264,779
366.  CM Foodmart, Santee - $1,263,689
367.  Fort Lawn Marathon, Fort Lawn - $1,258,886
368.  AM PM #2, Ridgeway - $1,254,255.50
369.  Sunset Point, Columbia - $1,252,553
370.  Kruzers XVIII, Florence - $1,252,479
371.  52 Station 3 Inc, Scranton - $1,251,850
372.  Caper House #5, Newberry - $1,251,441
373.  Publix Super Markets Inc #1645, Charleston - $1,250,879
374.  3 Way Food Mart #21, Aiken - $1,249,599.50
375.  Corner Cupboard #3, Bennettsville - $1,249,220.50
376.  Quick Pantry #2, Swansea - $1,249,116.50
377.  D & M Mart, Williston - $1,248,727.50
378.  Mike & Jack #3, Simpsonville - $1,248,300.50
379.  Good Service Mini Mart, Conway - $1,248,034.50
380.  Quick Way, Spartanburg - $1,247,336
381.  Xpress Zone #2, Columbia - $1,247,192
382.  Sam’s Mart, Quinby - $1,245,138
383.  Vitri Get N Go Food Mart, Lyman - $1,243,990.50
384.  Kruzers XIX, Florence - $1,243,080
385.  Quick Stop Exxon, Columbia - $1,242,846.50
386.  New Market, Central - $1,242,726
387.  Raceway #6746, West Columbia - $1,242,325.50
388.  Sunny Party Shop, Williston - $1,240,335.50
389.  Liam Frotan LLC, Belvedere - $1,236,903.50
390.  Murphy Express #8717, Myrtle Beach - $1,235,789.50
391.  Publix Super Markets #829, Columbia - $1,235,061
392.  Cruizers VII, Florence - $1,235,007.50
393.  Refuel, Mount Pleasant - $1,234,040.50
394.  Hot Spot #1103, Pawleys Island - $1,232,875.50
395.  Gate Petroleum Co #325, Camden - $1,231,307
396.  Food Lion #2691, Bluton - $1,231,278.50
397.  VGO #11, Greenville - $1,231,182.50
398.  DD’s Foodmart #11, Roebuck - $1,230,670.50
399.  Gaz-Bah #14, Orangeburg - $1,227,680
400.  Summerton Mart, Summerton - $1,224,444.50
401.  The Country Corner, Moncks Corner - $1,222,398
402.  Shop & Go, Sumter - $1,221,475
403.  Fuel 2 Go LLC, Conway - $1,221,339
404.  Dhilan LLC, Beaufort - $1,220,993
405.  V Go Mart, Anderson - $1,220,354.50
406.  One Stop Food Mart, Columbia - $1,219,742
407.  MC Cray’s Convenience Store, Rock Hill - $1,215,392.50
408.  EZ Trip #2, Santee - $1,213,533.50
409.  Jerry’s Mart, Piedmont - $1,213,113.50
410.  Best Stop, West Columbia - $1,210,770
411.  Red & White Grocery, North Charleston - $1,209,690.50
412.  Quickway #5, Abbeville - $1,207,715
413.  Three Leopards LLC, Bishopville - $1,206,391
414.  4 Way Corner, Denmark - $1,206,012.50
415.  Convenience Corner #1, Florence - $1,203,443.50
416.  Grab N Go Grocery & Gas, Myrtle Beach - $1,202,369
417.  Shell, Bishopville - $1,199,832
418.  Corner Pantry #129, Sumter - $1,198,240.50
419.  Quick Food Mart #2, Summerville - $1,197,886.50
420.  KP Xpress, Florence - $1,197,341
421.  Corner Stop, Moncks Corner - $1,196,254
422.  Tanner’s, Manning - $1,193,772.50
423.  Fox Corner, Hartsville - $1,191,351.50
424.  Super Mart, Timmonsville - $1,191,338
425.  Red And White Grocery, Cross - $1,189,096
426.  Daily Stop, Darlington - $1,187,951
427.  KK Mart, Jacksonboro - $1,187,270.50
428.  Cruizers #4, Florence - $1,186,827.50
429.  Get N Go, Gaston - $1,184,965
430.  Ganey Store, Ganey - $1,181,994.50
431.  Kangaroo Express #3837, Columbia - $1,180,710.50
432.  Publix Super Markets #1478, Pawleys Island - $1,179,452
433.  Auto Stop Food Mart, Ganey - $1,179,135
434.  BP Gas, Florence - $1,177,990
435.  Corner Stop #112, Rock Hill - $1,175,302
436.  Little Giant #5, Rock Hill - $1,174,082
437.  K Stop, West Columbia - $1,174,051
438.  B & M Market, North Charleston - $1,173,085
439.  Jay 2020 LLC, Andrews - $1,172,173
440.  Shiv Mart #2, Lugo - $1,170,652.50
441.  Super Stop, Easley - $1,168,859.50
442.  Energy Mart, Lexington - $1,168,833
443.  Tiger Mart #21, Dillon - $1,167,198
444.  Jumbo, Columbia - $1,166,546.50
445.  Saluda Discount Food and Bev., Rock Hill - $1,165,371
446.  Summerville Mart, Summerville - $1,163,838.50
447.  Bob Food Mart, Richburg - $1,163,746
448.  Corner Stop #1, Ganey - $1,163,463
449.  Ye Olde Grocery, Beech Island - $1,163,396.50
450.  SKS Foodmart LLC, Winnsboro - $1,162,663.50
451.  Crossroad II Exxon, Great Falls - $1,162,227.50
452.  K C Mart, Union - $1,162,201
453.  Little Giant #2, Rock Hill - $1,160,160
454.  Trade Street Mart, Pamplico - $1,160,069
455.  Cricket Express, Moncks Corner - $1,154,969.50
456.  VGO #2, Greenville - $1,151,061
457.  Elliot’s Exxon, Rock Hill - $1,150,288.50
458.  Carolina Pantry #8, Manning - $1,149,673.50
459.  Oakland Grocery, Florence - $1,148,281.50
460.  Exxon, Andrews - $1,146,629.50
461.  Sunny’s Tobacco & Beer, Sumter - $1,146,321.50
462.  Bell’s Marina, Eutawville - $1,144,926.50
463.  ED’s GT Express Mart, Greenville - $1,143,011.50
464.  Texaco Food Mart, Spartanburg - $1,142,950
465.  52 Store Inc, Greeleyville - $1,139,377
466.  365 C Store LLC, Clover - $1,137,354.50
467.  Scotchman #3124, Murrells Inlet - $1,136,117
468.  Speedy Mart, Easley - $1,134,902.50
469.  Crazy Jax Sunoco, Ridgeland - $1,134,593.50
470.  Stop N Go, Walterboro - $1,134,331.50
471.  Bennettsville Quick Stop, Bennettsville - $1,134,163.50
472.  Stop N Go 2, Greenville - $1,133,854.50
473.  One Smart Stop Inc, Rock Hill - $1,131,767.50
474.  Nanba LLC, Bennettsville - $1,131,024
475.  Stop N Go #3, Greenville - $1,129,369.50
476.  S Mart #56, Lexington - $1,128,800
477.  Aladdin Food & Grill, North Charleston - $1,126,963.50
478.  Palm Pantry #5, Anderson - $1,126,344.50
479.  JR’S Gas & Grocery LLC, Ridgeville - $1,125,792
480.  Kwik Food Store, Greer - $1,125,701.50
481.  Food Lion #1698, Beaufort - $1,124,187
482.  Caper House #1, Saluda - $1,123,992.50
483.  Stop N Shop, Florence - $1,121,409.50
484.  EZ Shop, Darlington - $1,119,497.50
485.  Power Trac #8, Greenville - $1,118,334.50
486.  MJM, Lake City - $1,118,182
487.  Easy Spot, Columbia - $1,116,805.50
488.  Blue Water Conv. Store #20, Mt. Pleasant - $1,114,798.50
489.  S & S Food Mart, Lancaster - $1,114,708
490.  Sprint Food Stores Inc #727, Dillon - $1,114,533
491.  Corner Store #1, Ganey - $1,113,502
492.  Quickway #3, Newberry - $1,112,029
493.  On The Go  #1 LLC, Engham - $1,111,065
494.  Yogi Mini Mart #2, Hartsville - $1,110,880
495.  Kangaroo Express #3239, Camden - $1,109,533.50
496.  Mit Food Mart, Simpsonville - $1,108,874
497.  Publix Super Market #1145, Johns Island - $1,108,502
498.  Quick Shop Discount, Georgetown - $1,108,452.50
499.  Petro Plus, Ganey - $1,108,140.50
500.  Snappy Food, Yemassee - $1,108,031
501.  A&P Coastal Mart, Sumter - $1,105,882.50
502.  Jay Gajanand LLC, Hardeeville - $1,105,231
503.  BNJ LLC, Fort Mill - $1,103,254.50
504.  Store #105, Laurens - $1,102,554
505.  Quick Pantry #20, Abbeville - $1,101,545
506.  Lesslie Food Inc, Rock Hill - $1,101,198.50
507.  Sav Way #28, Florence - $1,099,868
508.  Quick Mart, Columbia - $1,097,945
509.  Murphy Express #8552, North Charleston - $1,093,201
510.  Royal Food Store #7, Greenwood - $1,092,987.50
511.  Enmark Station #848, Hilton Head Island - $1,085,387.50
512.  Shiv Mart IV, Chapin - $1,083,273.50
513.  Herlong Express, Rock Hill - $1,083,089.50
514.  Gate Petroleum Co #301, Sumter - $1,082,424.50
515.  Ken’s Corner #2, Florence - $1,082,424
516.  Kwik Food Store #2, Greenville - $1,081,036.50
517.  Texaco Express, McConnells - $1,080,524.50
518.  Tire & Oil Company Inc, Saluda - $1,078,221
519.  OHM Food Mart, Inman - $1,078,155.50
520.  321 Food Mart, West Columbia - $1,077,458
521.  Central Market, Summerville - $1,076,851.50
522.  Dorchester Express, North Charleston - $1,076,759
523.  Ganesh Petroleum LLC, Ridgeland - $1,075,088
524.  Corner Pantry #126, Columbia - $1,073,679
525.  First Stop, Vance - $1,073,629
526.  Sambo’s Grocery, Bishopville - $1,073,185
527.  4 Way Fuel, Conway - $1,068,425.50
528.  Twin Lakes Mart, Trenton - $1,067,799
529.  Adam’s Grocery, Rock Hill - $1,066,294
530.  Handee Mart, Fountain Inn - $1,065,827
531.  Sunoco, Walterboro - $1,064,518
532.  Kangaroo Express #3286, Greenville - $1,064,393.50
533.  Town and Country, Sumter - $1,063,597
534.  MD Food Mart, Anderson - $1,063,534.50
535.  QuickPantry #4, Cordova - $1,062,864.50
536.  Sharpe Shoppe #2, Blythewood - $1,062,280
537.  Jiya Mansi LLC, Lancaster - $1,061,676.50
538.  MJ Mart, Fort Mill - $1,060,790
539.  Beer & Tobacco Outlet, Columbia - $1,060,514.50
540.  Speedy Express, Walterboro - $1,057,155.50
541.  KC Mart #8, Boiling Springs - $1,055,518
542.  Publix Super Markets #1266, Summerville - $1,054,783.50
543.  Darsh LLC, Greenwood - $1,053,569.50
544.  Fast Stop, Newberry - $1,051,547
545.  Aashray LLC, Andrews - $1,051,434.50
546.  Shop & Go, Camden - $1,050,434
547.  Tiger Mart #17, Little River - $1,049,328
548.  Fuel Zone, Ravenel - $1,048,591.50
549.  Country Store, Fort Mill - $1,047,161
550.  Quick Pantry #39, Gaston - $1,046,821.50
551.  Curgin’s Corner, Graniteville - $1,046,806
552.  Ken Food Mart #2, Spartanburg - $1,044,644.50
553.  Hare Pritam 2018 Inc, Lyman - $1,042,864
554.  Rania Mart LLC, North Charleston - $1,041,551.50
555.  Quick Stop, Batesburg - $1,039,942
556.  Bap’s Irmo LLC, Irmo - $1,039,240.50
557.  Money Saver, Georgetown - $1,039,031
558.  Petro Pointe #2, Moore - $1,038,606
559.  Publix Super Markets #845, Bluton - $1,037,860
560.  Towne Centre Market, Mount Pleasant - $1,037,712.50
561.  One Stop, Allendale - $1,036,302.50
562.  Oasis One Stop, Summerville - $1,036,210.50
563.  Mini Mart, Florence - $1,036,046
564.  CK Mart #11, Columbia - $1,035,316.50
565.  Quick & Easy, Barnwell - $1,033,916
566.  Shiv Food Mart, Columbia - $1,033,436
567.  Smith Grocery, Mullins - $1,033,357
568.  Gray Court Party Shop, Gray Court - $1,032,690.50
569.  Circle K #2723381, Sumter - $1,031,801.50
570.  Hot Spot #2011, Spartanburg - $1,031,686
571.  Speedy Mart, Easley - $1,031,383.50
572.  Sharpe Shoppe #4, Blythewood - $1,030,810.50
573.  Quick Stop, Clover - $1,030,411.50
574.  Shri Hari One LLC, Sumter - $1,030,030
575.  Stopngo Express, Walterboro - $1,029,530
576.  Beer and Tobacco Outlet, Summerville - $1,029,507
577.  TJ Xpress #101, Newberry - $1,028,271.50
578.  Express Lotto #2, West Columbia - $1,027,047
579.  Publix Super Markets Inc #1205, Bluton - $1,026,713
580.  Price Shell, Aiken - $1,026,511
581.  Kangaroo Express #3969, Fort Mill - $1,026,160
582.  Harry’s #2, Wagener - $1,025,643.50
583.  Keisler, Lexington - $1,024,884.50
584.  Shree Hari BL LLC, Hartsville - $1,024,396.50
585.  Chief Liquor, Bishopville - $1,022,917
586.  Stop & Save Foodmart, Aiken - $1,022,698.50
587.  Busy Corner #4, Walterboro - $1,022,319.50
588.  Sawyer’s Convenience Store, Marion - $1,021,470.50
589.  Corner Cupboard #8, Society Hill - $1,021,045.50
590.  Busy Corner #2, Summerville - $1,019,550
591.  BP Station, Greenville - $1,018,628.50
592.  Cheapway, Columbia - $1,018,429.50
593.  Corner Stop #10, Blackville - $1,016,077.50
594.  Murphy USA #7470, Union - $1,015,439.50
595.  Get N Go, Chapin - $1,015,347.50
596.  Laurens Handee Mart, Laurens - $1,015,186.50
597.  Leela Food Store, Piedmont - $1,015,110
598.  Fast Fuel #9, Williamston - $1,014,029.50
599.  Quick Point, Anderson - $1,013,957.50
600.  Power Trac #9, Anderson - $1,013,795
601.  Blue Ridge Produce, Pickens - $1,013,147
602.  Sai Mart, Lexington - $1,011,611
603.  Scotchman #3123, Myrtle Beach - $1,011,340.50
604.  BBB Corner, Barnwell - $1,010,289
605.  VP Racing Fuels, Moncks Corner - $1,008,334
606.  Paras LLC, Columbia - $1,007,999.50
607.  Lucky Sport #179, Florence - $1,007,884.50
608.  Fast C Express, Mullins - $1,007,200.50
609.  Phat Dat LLC, Manning - $1,005,948.50
610.  Refuel, Goose Creek - $1,005,825.50
611.  A & P Foodmart #2, Columbia - $1,005,544.50
612.  Community Market, North Charleston - $1,004,995
613.  KC Mart #9, Greer - $1,004,866
614.  Stop N Go, Cordova - $1,003,271.50
615.  Raceway, Florence - $1,003,265
616.  Handee Mart #4, Travelers Rest - $1,001,597
617.  Hwy 101 Citgo, Woodru - $1,000,863.50
618.  Tiger Stop, Swansea - $1,000,180.50
YOU ROCK! 
You and your fellow retailers sold a chart topping 
$2.4 BILLION in tickets in Fiscal Year 2020-21!  
And that’s not the only record that fell.  The Lottery 
set records for transfers to education ($607.6 
MILLION), retailer commissions and incentives 
earned ($169 million) and prizes paid to players 
($1.59 billion).  
In a year unlike any other, YOU made possible our 
largest contribution to education yet!  You didn’t 
just break that record, you smashed it. This year’s 
transfer was $114 million more than last year’s. To 
put that gure in perspective, the prior year saw a 
$5 million increase. YOU deserve our tremendous 
thanks and appreciation for an incredible year. So, 
thank you!
And, our MILLION DOLLAR SALES CLUB for retailers 
with sales greater than $1 million in Fiscal Year 
2020-21 grew to its largest total yet, 618 hits! Every 
member of the club is featured in the following 
pages of this newsletter. Congratulations! 
To all our hardworking retailers, we are committed 
to providing YOU with the best possible products 
to grow your business and your bottom line. Your 
success means a brighter future for all of us.
So please, enjoy these nal days of summer. YOU 
deserve it. 
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1.  Big Ts, Goose Creek - $6,617,167.50
2.  Devikinc, Sumter - $5,066,289
3.  Sky Mart, Charleston - $4,497,601.50
4.  Harry’s, Columbia - $3,890,425
5.  Krishna of Summerville Inc, Summerville - $3,789,280.50
6.  3 Way Food Mart #5, Aiken - $3,546,718.00
7.  Quick Pantry #16, Greenwood - $3,494,242
8.  V GO #21, Charleston - $3,434,454.50
9.  Shiv Mart III, Columbia - $3,219,258
10.  Garden Spot #4, Taylors - $3,198,580.50
11.  Jimmy’s Mart, Columbia - $3,177,289
12.  Discount Store, North Charleston - $3,000,595
13.  Quick Store #3, Orangeburg - $2,955,353.50
14.  S M Mart, Lugo - $2,945,590.50
15.  Quick Serve, Lexington - $2,924,815.50
16.  Fuel Express, North Charleston - $2,891,962
17.  Quikies, Greenwood - $2,874,516
18.  QuickPantry #5, Orangeburg - $2,829,256.50
19.  Shiv Food Mart #3, Sumter - $2,799,169.50
20.  Savers #1, Dillon - $2,758,756.50
21.  Green Pantry, North Charleston - $2,723,752.50
22.  AMPM Food Mart #4, Columbia - $2,687,540.50
23.  Charlie’s Grocery, Charleston - $2,682,563
24.  Mo Convenience and Tobacco Store, Aiken - $2,676,446
25.  Miller’s Store, Fort Mill - $2,667,243.50
26.  Palm Pantry #1, Bamberg - $2,644,396
27.  V Go Food Mart, Holly Hill - $2,644,288
28.  Betty’s Quick Stop, Hemingway - $2,626,748
29.  Sam’s Corner, Spartanburg - $2,601,919.50
30.  Vgo #16, Charleston - $2,598,163.50
31.  Veerraja LLC, Charleston - $2,579,421
32.  Scotchman, Georgetown - $2,535,579.50
33.  Corner Stop, Columbia - $2,441,999.50
34.  Mini Mart, York - $2,430,704
35.  Raceway #936, North Charleston - $2,394,751
36.  Value Spot #4415, Simpsonville - $2,386,800
37.  Sunoco Quick Mart, Greenville - $2,372,347
38.  Big T’s #2, Charleston - $2,369,645
39.  Georgetown Citgo, Georgetown - $2,368,676.50
40.  Road Runner, Hollywood - $2,356,291.50
41.  Party World, Manning - $2,355,743.50
42.  Kwik Stop Foods, Charleston - $2,352,466.50
43.  Shree Jay Ambe LLC, North Charleston - $2,335,978.50
44.  Tiger Express #19, Saint Helena Island - $2,334,390
45.  Quick Lotto #7, Orangeburg - $2,322,909
46.  BP Ridgeland, Ridgeland - $2,319,035.50
47.  Short Stop, Orangeburg - $2,316,206
48.  Breakers #179, Florence - $2,316,036
49.  Gas N Go, North Charleston - $2,294,080
50.  Exxon, Georgetown - $2,288,913.50
51.  A One Express, Columbia - $2,285,421.50
52.  Sam’s Quick Mart, Kingstree - $2,267,414
53.  St Andrews C Mart, Columbia - $2,259,731
54.  Irmo Mini Mart, Irmo - $2,242,191.50
55.  Corner Stop #118, Sumter - $2,234,349.50
56.  Amoco Food Mart, Lake City - $2,226,612.50
57.  Durant Grocery, North Charleston - $2,221,088.50
58.  3 Way Food Mart #3, Estill - $2,202,437
59.  Corner Stop #106, Conway - $2,190,835
60.  OMKS LLC, Myrtle Beach - $2,179,191.50
61.  Ken’s Corner, Florence - $2,166,049.50
62.  Sav Way, Kingstree - $2,165,004
63.  Shop And Go, Beaufort - $2,163,106.50
64.  Situ LLC, Darlington - $2,158,866
65.  SKS Mart Inc, Columbia - $2,155,052
66.  Discount Mart, Rock Hill - $2,136,536.50
67.  Quick Store #6, Summerville - $2,128,661
68.  Kwik Mart, Sumter - $2,115,402
69.  1st Stop, Hartsville - $2,107,576
70.  River Country Store, Santee - $2,098,314
71.  Kwik Fill, Hanahan - $2,092,060.50
72.  4 Way Stop, Orangeburg - $2,085,032.50
73.  Quick Store #1, Orangeburg - $2,081,958
74.  Quick Shop, Marion - $2,079,225.50
75.  Fast Point, McCormick - $2,076,721.50
76.  Quick Pantry #35, Orangeburg - $2,075,854
77.  Abhi Enterprises, Florence - $2,071,801.50
78.  S & J Mart, Boiling Springs - $2,061,221.50
79.  JN’s Express Mart, Greenville - $2,060,814
80. Xpress Fuel, Greer - $2,049,095.50
81.  A&D Food Mart, Ganey - $2,045,013
82.  Sunhouse #3, Beaufort - $2,042,211
83.  Shree Food Mart, McClellanville - $2,032,242
84.  DD’S Food Mart #3, Union - $2,031,939.50
85.  Ski LLC, Goose Creek - $2,030,258
86.  Short Trip #12, Orangeburg - $2,023,823.50
87.  Short Trip #24, Ladson - $2,023,240
88.  Bob’s Food & Fuel, Lexington - $2,021,846
89.  Bell’s, Greenville - $2,011,502.50
90.  Edisto Pantry & Deli, Orangeburg - $2,008,965
91.  Raceway #6747, West Columbia - $2,004,297.50
92.  Sonny’s Citgo, Summerville - $1,988,549
93.  Inman Fast Stop, Inman - $1,983,620
94.  Pantry Plus, Columbia - $1,970,051.50
95.  Amoco Food Shop, Beaufort - $1,944,016.50
96.  Edisto Pantry, Orangeburg - $1,940,139.50
97.  Devi Food Mart LLC, Hampton - $1,931,849
98.  Quick Pantry #6, Orangeburg - $1,928,351.50
99.  Coastal Savers, Myrtle Beach - $1,922,040.50
100.  Ken’s Corner #3, Florence - $1,912,581
101.  Corner Cupboard #7, Cheraw - $1,909,247
102.  Quick Pantry, Saint Matthews - $1,902,282
103.  Murphy #8663, Garden City - $1,889,876.50
104.  Quick Pantry #9, North Charleston - $1,882,751
105.  Kash, Simpsonville - $1,878,350
106.  Quick Pantry #21, Orangeburg - $1,877,519
107.  Spring Valley Convenience Store, Columbia - $1,872,806
108.  MR Express LLC, Rock Hill - $1,870,290
109.  Quick Corner #2, Sumter - $1,861,870.50
110.  Corner Cupboard #4, Bennettsville - $1,860,379
111.  Arav SC Business LLC, Hilton Head - $1,859,062
112.  Express Lotto, Columbia - $1,856,289.50
113.  Umapati LLC, Moncks Corner - $1,853,353.50
114.  Eagle Express, Columbia - $1,839,624
115.  Southeast BP, Columbia - $1,835,797
116.  Simba Express #1, Columbia - $1,834,195
117.  52 Station, Moncks Corner - $1,832,706.50
118.  Zone Mart, North Charleston - $1,827,804
119.  Oxford Convenience Store, Beaufort - $1,815,203.50
120.  Quick Store, Orangeburg - $1,809,323
121.  4 Way of Elloree, Elloree - $1,799,283
122.  Kwik Mart, Ladson - $1,798,813.50
123.  Aum Sai, Eutawville - $1,797,867.50
124.  Short Stop, Ridgeland - $1,792,301.50
125.  J & S Food Mart IV, Columbia - $1,792,144
126.  Smart Stop, West Columbia - $1,785,066.50
127.  Fast Break, Manning - $1,784,095
128.  Midway One Stop, Eastover - $1,783,210.50
129.  White Pond Food N Beverage, Elgin - $1,779,761
130.  Busy Corner #3, Summerville - $1,773,101
131.  North Guignard Sunoco, Sumter - $1,771,563
132.  Yamuna Foodmart, Ridgeland - $1,769,255.50
133.  Corner Cupboard, Cheraw - $1,768,264
134.  Trask Shell Food Mart, Beaufort - $1,767,686
135.  Quick Pantry #3, Bowman - $1,759,938.50
136.  West Main Discount, Rock Hill - $1,759,187.50
137.  Busy Corner, Lake City - $1,755,479
138.  Yana Food Mart, Florence - $1,753,819.50
139.  Express Pantry, Columbia - $1,752,203.50
140.  US Mini Mart, Darlington - $1,749,505.50
141.  Ashley Mobile, North Charleston - $1,748,325
142.  Fuel Express, Sumter - $1,745,880
143.  Quick Pantry #42, Batesburg - $1,741,885.50
144.  Fuel Express, Moncks Corner - $1,734,461
145.  Quick Pantry #8, Santee - $1,733,987
146.  Publix Super Markets #824, North Charleston - $1,727,423
147.  Expressway #25, Anderson - $1,725,592
148.  Quick Stop #102, Latta - $1,724,711
149.  Carolina Pantry #2, Columbia - $1,723,475.50
150.  Phoenix Mart #72, Little River - $1,722,631.50
151.  Scott’s Food Store Heckle, Rock Hill - $1,694,241.50
152.  C K Mart #8, Columbia - $1,694,081.50
153.  Aviation Exxon, North Charleston - $1,691,239
154.  M & E Food Mart Inc, Rock Hill - $1,690,301
155.  Santee Landing, Santee - $1,690,080
156.  Community Mart, Columbia - $1,688,501.50
157.  Sai Mart, Spartanburg - $1,688,348
158.  Dusty Bend Discount Beverage, Camden - $1,681,694
159.  OM Mart, Eastover - $1,681,151.50
160.  MP Mart, Winnsboro - $1,679,878.50
161.  K & T Express LLC, York - $1,679,571.50
162.  209 Wilson Inc, Kingstree - $1,677,989.50
163.  OM Express Inc, North Charleston - $1,669,821
164.  Stop N Shop, Lexington - $1,661,129
165.  Maxwell Food Mart, Greenwood - $1,660,632
166.  Little River Food Mart, Little River - $1,660,501
167.  Quick Pantry #27, Greenwood - $1,656,459
168.  Sonny’s #4, Ladson - $1,650,641.50
169.  West End, Greenville - $1,638,630
170.  3 Way Food Mart #4, Johnston - $1,631,962
171.  Caper House #3, Saluda - $1,630,991
172.  EZ Trip #1, Aiken - $1,628,695
173.  Rainbow Mart, Goose Creek - $1,621,654.50
174.  Quick Stop, Ravenel - $1,617,218.50
175.  Publix Super Markets #1081, Mt. Pleasant - $1,616,068.50
176.  Raceway #846, West Columbia - $1,615,164.50
177.  Sav Mart #3, Florence - $1,613,248.50
178.  Alhanik LLC, Columbia - $1,611,718.50
179.  Leesburg Convenience Sales, Columbia - $1,608,507
180.  C Mart, Florence - $1,603,220
181.  Shiv Food Mart, Columbia - $1,603,096.50
182.  S M  Food Mart, Richburg - $1,601,265.50
183.  Timmonsville Mini Mart, Timmonsville - $1,594,636.50
184.  Dev’s Liquor Store, Johns Island - $1,593,277
185.  Short Trip #101, Manning - $1,591,586.50
186.  7 Days C Store, Walterboro - $1,591,109
187.  Sunoco, Sumter - $1,589,817
188.  Sunoco, Summerville - $1,585,844
189.  Eagle Express, West Columbia - $1,584,860.50
190.  Mega Stop, Lexington - $1,583,382.50
191.  Dorchester Mart, North Charleston - $1,578,545
192.  Dixon Shopping Plaza, Sumter - $1,578,464
193.  Minute Man Market, Manning - $1,576,069.50
194.  Jaibhavani Wildwood, Moncks Corner - $1,573,313
195.  Tiger Mart #16, North Myrtle Beach - $1,570,418
196.  Raceway #6753, Spartanburg - $1,568,876
197.  Two Notch Mart, Columbia - $1,567,909
198.  Murphy Express #8538, Columbia - $1,566,283.50
199.  Stop N Go, West Columbia - $1,565,624.50
200.  Harry’s Quick Stop, Greenville - $1,564,246.50
201.  Elloree Truck Stop, Elloree - $1,562,080
202.  JPS Corner Stop Inc, Ganey - $1,561,274
203.  One Stop of Columbia LLC, Columbia - $1,560,321.50
204.  Quick C Food Mart, Chester - $1,558,247
205.  B K World, Anderson - $1,553,328
206.  Quick Pantry #51, Orangeburg - $1,552,914
207.  Shell Food Mart, Beaufort - $1,551,265.50
208.  Lucky #7, Lugo - $1,549,530
209.  Main Street Express LLC, Conway - $1,549,493
210.  Yesha Tirth LLC, Manning - $1,543,928
211.  Royal #8, Greenwood - $1,543,246.50
212.  Express Mart, Spartanburg - $1,543,012
213.  J K Mart, Columbia - $1,540,640
214.  J and S Food Mart #8, Columbia - $1,534,541.50
215.  Sav Way #8, Lake City - $1,525,228.50
216.  Ed’s GTs Express Mart, Greenville - $1,521,549
217.  3543 Dorchester Road, North Charleston - $1,520,488.50
218.  Jay Shree Umiya LLC, Georgetown - $1,520,195.50
219.  Dalzell Grocery, Dalzell - $1,517,830
220.  Refuel, Sumter - $1,512,038.50
221.  Peachtree Grocery, Myrtle Beach - $1,509,746.50
222.  Short Trip #17, Sumter - $1,507,470.50
223.  Orange, Walterboro - $1,506,831.50
224.  Shop N Go II, Beaufort - $1,504,404
225.  Racers Food Store, Aiken - $1,503,915.50
226.  Quick Corner, Sumter - $1,492,234.50
227.  Family Mart, Darlington - $1,490,419.50
228.  Carolina Express, North Charleston - $1,489,127
229.  Lee’s Convenience Store Plus, Rock Hill - $1,487,651
230.  SNJ Market, Myrtle Beach - $1,484,974.50
231.  Pamplico Junction, Florence - $1,483,454
232.  Vy Vy Mart, Chester - $1,480,943.50
233.  Four Way Food Mart, Sumter - $1,479,298.50
234.  Sunoco Food Mart, Simpsonville - $1,475,121
235.  Palm Pantry #33, West Columbia - $1,473,302.50
236.  Refuel #52, North Myrtle Beach - $1,472,979.50
237.  Caper House #2, Johnston - $1,471,411.50
238.  A & J Food Mart, Abbeville - $1,470,762
239.  Store #101, Mauldin - $1,467,311.50
240.  Palm Pantry #2, Aiken - $1,466,619
241.  Irmo Convenience Store, Columbia - $1,466,543
242.  Garden Spot, Greenville - $1,465,453.50
243.  Quick Way #1, Greenwood - $1,461,163
244.  Quick Stop #2, Lexington - $1,460,529.50
245.  ABC Sunoco, Marion - $1,458,248.50
246.  Ike’s Food Mart, Greenville - $1,457,690.50
247.  Quick Pantry #14, Ladson - $1,451,489
248.  Stop-A-Minit #23, Anderson - $1,451,436
249.  City Food Mart, Columbia - $1,450,098
250.  G Food Mart, Greenwood - $1,448,147.50
251.  Stop N Shop, Columbia - $1,448,066.50
252.  Xpressway, Mauldin - $1,443,785.50
253.  Palmetto Food, Saint Stephen - $1,431,801
254.  Discount Tobacco, Elgin - $1,428,468
255.  P A A of Beaufort LLC, Beaufort - $1,427,928
256.  PM Food Mart, Hartsville - $1,426,831.50
257.  Gate Petroleum Co #326, Fort Mill - $1,426,105
258.  Broad River Mart, Columbia - $1,422,546
259.  Forestbrook Grocery, Myrtle Beach - $1,421,543
260.  Refuel, Murrells Inlet - $1,420,231
261.  One World 2 SC LLC, Johnston - $1,410,315.50
262.  Sharpe Shoppe #208, Columbia - $1,408,983.50
263.  7UP Mini Mart, Columbia - $1,408,021
264.  Enmark Station #857, Hilton Head Island - $1,405,904.50
265.  V Go, Camden - $1,405,408
266.  City Food, Darlington - $1,403,167.50
267.  Country Corner, Newberry - $1,402,810.50
268.  Sam’s Food Mart, Columbia - $1,400,492.50
269.  Harry’s Quick Stop, Greenville - $1,398,859.50
270.  Power Trac #10, Anderson - $1,398,070.50
271.  Energy Market, Easley - $1,396,724.50
272.  Lady’s Island Shell, Beaufort - $1,396,171.50
273.  Orangeburg Quick Mart Inc, Orangeburg - $1,394,721
274.  Country Fast Mart, Murrells Inlet - $1,394,608.50
275.  DD’s Food Mart #4, Orangeburg - $1,393,003
276.  Vinayaka LLC, Myrtle Beach - $1,392,263.50
277.  Quick Food Mart, Orangeburg - $1,392,257
278.  Cruizers, Florence - $1,391,634.50
279.  Ed’s GTs Express Mart, Greenville - $1,391,139.50
280.  Speedy Express #2, Walterboro - $1,389,335.50
281.  Bluton Market, Bluton - $1,389,236.50
282.  Jack’s Conv. Store of Lancaster, Lancaster - $1,382,746.50
283.  Palm Pantry 7, Laurens - $1,382,182
284.  Refuel #53, Surfside Beach - $1,381,579.50
285.  Mahi Food Mart, Greenville - $1,380,024.50
286.  Sunoco Food Mart, Columbia - $1,378,255
287.  76 Express, Marion - $1,377,648
288.  Butch’s Foodmart LLC, Dillon - $1,375,156
289.  Quick Pantry #103, Aiken - $1,375,032
290.  Palmetto Express, Conway - $1,370,493.50
291.  Publix Super Markets #473, Hilton Head - $1,370,096
292.  G P Mart #2, Lexington - $1,369,385.50
293.  KC Express, Columbia - $1,369,316.50
294.  Palm Pantry #11, Barnwell - $1,366,034
295.  Tanners LLC, Sumter - $1,363,858.50
296.  Enmark Station #851, Bluton - $1,363,321
297.  Cuzs Corner, Winnsboro - $1,361,989.50
298.  Quick Pantry #102, Marion - $1,361,866.50
299.  GS Mini Mart, West Columbia - $1,359,362.50
300.  OM Food Mart, Roebuck - $1,359,005
301.  Lake City Mart, Lake City - $1,357,677.50
302.  High Hill Quickll, Darlington - $1,357,438
303.  Fatboy’s Convenience, Sumter - $1,356,604.50
304.  Maruti Food Mart, Hardeeville - $1,355,044
305.  Gopi LLC, North Charleston - $1,354,661.50
306.  The Market On Main, Harleyville - $1,354,112.50
307.  Paras Point, Taylors - $1,353,021
308.  Mozingo’s Grocery, Sumter - $1,351,987.50
309.  AM PM Food Mart Inc, Columbia - $1,347,352
310.  Mount Gallant Express, Rock Hill - $1,346,687
311.  Sumter Stop, Sumter - $1,346,680.50
312.  Hardeeville Maruti LLC, Hardeeville - $1,344,840.50
313.  Maruti Food Mart #2, Bluton - $1,341,827
314.  Janki Food Mart, Summerville - $1,341,683
315.  Sav A Ton Trucks Stop, Columbia - $1,339,784
316.  Palm Pantry #10, North - $1,338,793.50
317.  Brightmart Exxon, Anderson - $1,336,448.50
318.  Caper House #6, Camden - $1,334,497
319.  Coastal Petro, Myrtle Beach - $1,334,064.50
320.  Midway Grocery, Lancaster - $1,333,592.50
321.  Sharpe Shoppe  #1, Blythewood - $1,333,148.50
322.  Mo Conv. and Tobacco Store, Beech Island - $1,330,910.50
323.  Savway #24, Florence - $1,330,817
324.  Roger’s Food and Beverage, Pageland - $1,330,757.50
325.  Sav Way #18, Darlington - $1,328,482.50
326.  5th Avenue, Newberry - $1,327,920
327.  Raceway #6751, Spartanburg - $1,326,914
328.  Diya USA INC, Greenville - $1,326,241
329.  Express Mart, Myrtle Beach - $1,326,111.50
330.  The Forks, Lancaster - $1,325,177
331.  Quick Pantry #37, Orangeburg - $1,324,754.50
332.  90 Express, Conway - $1,322,012.50
333.  The Country Peddler, Newberry - $1,321,278
334.  Hari OM Mart, Rock Hill - $1,320,172
335.  Jimmy’s Citgo, West Columbia - $1,319,864.50
336.  Lowes Foods #233, Murrells Inlet - $1,319,508
337.  Sai Baba Ram LLC, Saint George - $1,317,388
338.  Tanner’s General Store, Hemingway - $1,317,286
339.  DCP Food Mart, Columbia - $1,312,569.50
340.  Cypress Mart, Moncks Corner - $1,309,225
341.  A1 Food Store, North Charleston - $1,307,808.50
342.  Mick’s Food Mart, Myrtle Beach - $1,307,617.50
343.  Xpress Travel Center, Orangeburg - $1,306,645
344.  Quick Stop, Columbia - $1,304,968.50
345.  Corner Stop #57, Laurens - $1,304,873
346.  Corner Gas, Moncks Corner - $1,302,342
347.  Pawleys Express, Pawleys Island - $1,302,231.50
348.  Best Stop #1, Columbia - $1,302,198
349.  SM Mart Georgetown, Georgetown - $1,301,432
350.  Amita Food Mart, Beaufort - $1,297,235.50
351.  Carolina Pantry #2, Summerton - $1,293,773
352.  Airport Stop & Shop, Aiken - $1,293,011
353.  Sky Mart #3, Charleston - $1,291,200.50
354.  Short Trip #3, Manning - $1,288,242
355.  Cruizers XIII, Florence - $1,287,874.50
356.  Everyday Spot, Moncks Corner - $1,285,264.50
357.  Shiv Mart, Columbia - $1,283,774
358.  Corner Stop #15, Spartanburg - $1,282,705.50
359.  VHS Inc, Greenwood - $1,282,561
360.  Pride Quick Stop LLC, York - $1,274,292.50
361.  Tobacco Shop, Walterboro - $1,269,566
362.  Springdale C, Rock Hill - $1,269,206.50
363.  Stop N Go, North Charleston - $1,267,608
364.  Ken Food Mart #1, Spartanburg - $1,264,904.50
365.  Hollywood Market, Hollywood - $1,264,779
366.  CM Foodmart, Santee - $1,263,689
367.  Fort Lawn Marathon, Fort Lawn - $1,258,886
368.  AM PM #2, Ridgeway - $1,254,255.50
369.  Sunset Point, Columbia - $1,252,553
370.  Kruzers XVIII, Florence - $1,252,479
371.  52 Station 3 Inc, Scranton - $1,251,850
372.  Caper House #5, Newberry - $1,251,441
373.  Publix Super Markets Inc #1645, Charleston - $1,250,879
374.  3 Way Food Mart #21, Aiken - $1,249,599.50
375.  Corner Cupboard #3, Bennettsville - $1,249,220.50
376.  Quick Pantry #2, Swansea - $1,249,116.50
377.  D & M Mart, Williston - $1,248,727.50
378.  Mike & Jack #3, Simpsonville - $1,248,300.50
379.  Good Service Mini Mart, Conway - $1,248,034.50
380.  Quick Way, Spartanburg - $1,247,336
381.  Xpress Zone #2, Columbia - $1,247,192
382.  Sam’s Mart, Quinby - $1,245,138
383.  Vitri Get N Go Food Mart, Lyman - $1,243,990.50
384.  Kruzers XIX, Florence - $1,243,080
385.  Quick Stop Exxon, Columbia - $1,242,846.50
386.  New Market, Central - $1,242,726
387.  Raceway #6746, West Columbia - $1,242,325.50
388.  Sunny Party Shop, Williston - $1,240,335.50
389.  Liam Frotan LLC, Belvedere - $1,236,903.50
390.  Murphy Express #8717, Myrtle Beach - $1,235,789.50
391.  Publix Super Markets #829, Columbia - $1,235,061
392.  Cruizers VII, Florence - $1,235,007.50
393.  Refuel, Mount Pleasant - $1,234,040.50
394.  Hot Spot #1103, Pawleys Island - $1,232,875.50
395.  Gate Petroleum Co #325, Camden - $1,231,307
396.  Food Lion #2691, Bluton - $1,231,278.50
397.  VGO #11, Greenville - $1,231,182.50
398.  DD’s Foodmart #11, Roebuck - $1,230,670.50
399.  Gaz-Bah #14, Orangeburg - $1,227,680
400.  Summerton Mart, Summerton - $1,224,444.50
401.  The Country Corner, Moncks Corner - $1,222,398
402.  Shop & Go, Sumter - $1,221,475
403.  Fuel 2 Go LLC, Conway - $1,221,339
404.  Dhilan LLC, Beaufort - $1,220,993
405.  V Go Mart, Anderson - $1,220,354.50
406.  One Stop Food Mart, Columbia - $1,219,742
407.  MC Cray’s Convenience Store, Rock Hill - $1,215,392.50
408.  EZ Trip #2, Santee - $1,213,533.50
409.  Jerry’s Mart, Piedmont - $1,213,113.50
410.  Best Stop, West Columbia - $1,210,770
411.  Red & White Grocery, North Charleston - $1,209,690.50
412.  Quickway #5, Abbeville - $1,207,715
413.  Three Leopards LLC, Bishopville - $1,206,391
414.  4 Way Corner, Denmark - $1,206,012.50
415.  Convenience Corner #1, Florence - $1,203,443.50
416.  Grab N Go Grocery & Gas, Myrtle Beach - $1,202,369
417.  Shell, Bishopville - $1,199,832
418.  Corner Pantry #129, Sumter - $1,198,240.50
419.  Quick Food Mart #2, Summerville - $1,197,886.50
420.  KP Xpress, Florence - $1,197,341
421.  Corner Stop, Moncks Corner - $1,196,254
422.  Tanner’s, Manning - $1,193,772.50
423.  Fox Corner, Hartsville - $1,191,351.50
424.  Super Mart, Timmonsville - $1,191,338
425.  Red And White Grocery, Cross - $1,189,096
426.  Daily Stop, Darlington - $1,187,951
427.  KK Mart, Jacksonboro - $1,187,270.50
428.  Cruizers #4, Florence - $1,186,827.50
429.  Get N Go, Gaston - $1,184,965
430.  Ganey Store, Ganey - $1,181,994.50
431.  Kangaroo Express #3837, Columbia - $1,180,710.50
432.  Publix Super Markets #1478, Pawleys Island - $1,179,452
433.  Auto Stop Food Mart, Ganey - $1,179,135
434.  BP Gas, Florence - $1,177,990
435.  Corner Stop #112, Rock Hill - $1,175,302
436.  Little Giant #5, Rock Hill - $1,174,082
437.  K Stop, West Columbia - $1,174,051
438.  B & M Market, North Charleston - $1,173,085
439.  Jay 2020 LLC, Andrews - $1,172,173
440.  Shiv Mart #2, Lugo - $1,170,652.50
441.  Super Stop, Easley - $1,168,859.50
442.  Energy Mart, Lexington - $1,168,833
443.  Tiger Mart #21, Dillon - $1,167,198
444.  Jumbo, Columbia - $1,166,546.50
445.  Saluda Discount Food and Bev., Rock Hill - $1,165,371
446.  Summerville Mart, Summerville - $1,163,838.50
447.  Bob Food Mart, Richburg - $1,163,746
448.  Corner Stop #1, Ganey - $1,163,463
449.  Ye Olde Grocery, Beech Island - $1,163,396.50
450.  SKS Foodmart LLC, Winnsboro - $1,162,663.50
451.  Crossroad II Exxon, Great Falls - $1,162,227.50
452.  K C Mart, Union - $1,162,201
453.  Little Giant #2, Rock Hill - $1,160,160
454.  Trade Street Mart, Pamplico - $1,160,069
455.  Cricket Express, Moncks Corner - $1,154,969.50
456.  VGO #2, Greenville - $1,151,061
457.  Elliot’s Exxon, Rock Hill - $1,150,288.50
458.  Carolina Pantry #8, Manning - $1,149,673.50
459.  Oakland Grocery, Florence - $1,148,281.50
460.  Exxon, Andrews - $1,146,629.50
461.  Sunny’s Tobacco & Beer, Sumter - $1,146,321.50
462.  Bell’s Marina, Eutawville - $1,144,926.50
463.  ED’s GT Express Mart, Greenville - $1,143,011.50
464.  Texaco Food Mart, Spartanburg - $1,142,950
465.  52 Store Inc, Greeleyville - $1,139,377
466.  365 C Store LLC, Clover - $1,137,354.50
467.  Scotchman #3124, Murrells Inlet - $1,136,117
468.  Speedy Mart, Easley - $1,134,902.50
469.  Crazy Jax Sunoco, Ridgeland - $1,134,593.50
470.  Stop N Go, Walterboro - $1,134,331.50
471.  Bennettsville Quick Stop, Bennettsville - $1,134,163.50
472.  Stop N Go 2, Greenville - $1,133,854.50
473.  One Smart Stop Inc, Rock Hill - $1,131,767.50
474.  Nanba LLC, Bennettsville - $1,131,024
475.  Stop N Go #3, Greenville - $1,129,369.50
476.  S Mart #56, Lexington - $1,128,800
477.  Aladdin Food & Grill, North Charleston - $1,126,963.50
478.  Palm Pantry #5, Anderson - $1,126,344.50
479.  JR’S Gas & Grocery LLC, Ridgeville - $1,125,792
480.  Kwik Food Store, Greer - $1,125,701.50
481.  Food Lion #1698, Beaufort - $1,124,187
482.  Caper House #1, Saluda - $1,123,992.50
483.  Stop N Shop, Florence - $1,121,409.50
484.  EZ Shop, Darlington - $1,119,497.50
485.  Power Trac #8, Greenville - $1,118,334.50
486.  MJM, Lake City - $1,118,182
487.  Easy Spot, Columbia - $1,116,805.50
488.  Blue Water Conv. Store #20, Mt. Pleasant - $1,114,798.50
489.  S & S Food Mart, Lancaster - $1,114,708
490.  Sprint Food Stores Inc #727, Dillon - $1,114,533
491.  Corner Store #1, Ganey - $1,113,502
492.  Quickway #3, Newberry - $1,112,029
493.  On The Go  #1 LLC, Engham - $1,111,065
494.  Yogi Mini Mart #2, Hartsville - $1,110,880
495.  Kangaroo Express #3239, Camden - $1,109,533.50
496.  Mit Food Mart, Simpsonville - $1,108,874
497.  Publix Super Market #1145, Johns Island - $1,108,502
498.  Quick Shop Discount, Georgetown - $1,108,452.50
499.  Petro Plus, Ganey - $1,108,140.50
500.  Snappy Food, Yemassee - $1,108,031
501.  A&P Coastal Mart, Sumter - $1,105,882.50
502.  Jay Gajanand LLC, Hardeeville - $1,105,231
503.  BNJ LLC, Fort Mill - $1,103,254.50
504.  Store #105, Laurens - $1,102,554
505.  Quick Pantry #20, Abbeville - $1,101,545
506.  Lesslie Food Inc, Rock Hill - $1,101,198.50
507.  Sav Way #28, Florence - $1,099,868
508.  Quick Mart, Columbia - $1,097,945
509.  Murphy Express #8552, North Charleston - $1,093,201
510.  Royal Food Store #7, Greenwood - $1,092,987.50
511.  Enmark Station #848, Hilton Head Island - $1,085,387.50
512.  Shiv Mart IV, Chapin - $1,083,273.50
513.  Herlong Express, Rock Hill - $1,083,089.50
514.  Gate Petroleum Co #301, Sumter - $1,082,424.50
515.  Ken’s Corner #2, Florence - $1,082,424
516.  Kwik Food Store #2, Greenville - $1,081,036.50
517.  Texaco Express, McConnells - $1,080,524.50
518.  Tire & Oil Company Inc, Saluda - $1,078,221
519.  OHM Food Mart, Inman - $1,078,155.50
520.  321 Food Mart, West Columbia - $1,077,458
521.  Central Market, Summerville - $1,076,851.50
522.  Dorchester Express, North Charleston - $1,076,759
523.  Ganesh Petroleum LLC, Ridgeland - $1,075,088
524.  Corner Pantry #126, Columbia - $1,073,679
525.  First Stop, Vance - $1,073,629
526.  Sambo’s Grocery, Bishopville - $1,073,185
527.  4 Way Fuel, Conway - $1,068,425.50
528.  Twin Lakes Mart, Trenton - $1,067,799
529.  Adam’s Grocery, Rock Hill - $1,066,294
530.  Handee Mart, Fountain Inn - $1,065,827
531.  Sunoco, Walterboro - $1,064,518
532.  Kangaroo Express #3286, Greenville - $1,064,393.50
533.  Town and Country, Sumter - $1,063,597
534.  MD Food Mart, Anderson - $1,063,534.50
535.  QuickPantry #4, Cordova - $1,062,864.50
536.  Sharpe Shoppe #2, Blythewood - $1,062,280
537.  Jiya Mansi LLC, Lancaster - $1,061,676.50
538.  MJ Mart, Fort Mill - $1,060,790
539.  Beer & Tobacco Outlet, Columbia - $1,060,514.50
540.  Speedy Express, Walterboro - $1,057,155.50
541.  KC Mart #8, Boiling Springs - $1,055,518
542.  Publix Super Markets #1266, Summerville - $1,054,783.50
543.  Darsh LLC, Greenwood - $1,053,569.50
544.  Fast Stop, Newberry - $1,051,547
545.  Aashray LLC, Andrews - $1,051,434.50
546.  Shop & Go, Camden - $1,050,434
547.  Tiger Mart #17, Little River - $1,049,328
548.  Fuel Zone, Ravenel - $1,048,591.50
549.  Country Store, Fort Mill - $1,047,161
550.  Quick Pantry #39, Gaston - $1,046,821.50
551.  Curgin’s Corner, Graniteville - $1,046,806
552.  Ken Food Mart #2, Spartanburg - $1,044,644.50
553.  Hare Pritam 2018 Inc, Lyman - $1,042,864
554.  Rania Mart LLC, North Charleston - $1,041,551.50
555.  Quick Stop, Batesburg - $1,039,942
556.  Bap’s Irmo LLC, Irmo - $1,039,240.50
557.  Money Saver, Georgetown - $1,039,031
558.  Petro Pointe #2, Moore - $1,038,606
559.  Publix Super Markets #845, Bluton - $1,037,860
560.  Towne Centre Market, Mount Pleasant - $1,037,712.50
561.  One Stop, Allendale - $1,036,302.50
562.  Oasis One Stop, Summerville - $1,036,210.50
563.  Mini Mart, Florence - $1,036,046
564.  CK Mart #11, Columbia - $1,035,316.50
565.  Quick & Easy, Barnwell - $1,033,916
566.  Shiv Food Mart, Columbia - $1,033,436
567.  Smith Grocery, Mullins - $1,033,357
568.  Gray Court Party Shop, Gray Court - $1,032,690.50
569.  Circle K #2723381, Sumter - $1,031,801.50
570.  Hot Spot #2011, Spartanburg - $1,031,686
571.  Speedy Mart, Easley - $1,031,383.50
572.  Sharpe Shoppe #4, Blythewood - $1,030,810.50
573.  Quick Stop, Clover - $1,030,411.50
574.  Shri Hari One LLC, Sumter - $1,030,030
575.  Stopngo Express, Walterboro - $1,029,530
576.  Beer and Tobacco Outlet, Summerville - $1,029,507
577.  TJ Xpress #101, Newberry - $1,028,271.50
578.  Express Lotto #2, West Columbia - $1,027,047
579.  Publix Super Markets Inc #1205, Bluton - $1,026,713
580.  Price Shell, Aiken - $1,026,511
581.  Kangaroo Express #3969, Fort Mill - $1,026,160
582.  Harry’s #2, Wagener - $1,025,643.50
583.  Keisler, Lexington - $1,024,884.50
584.  Shree Hari BL LLC, Hartsville - $1,024,396.50
585.  Chief Liquor, Bishopville - $1,022,917
586.  Stop & Save Foodmart, Aiken - $1,022,698.50
587.  Busy Corner #4, Walterboro - $1,022,319.50
588.  Sawyer’s Convenience Store, Marion - $1,021,470.50
589.  Corner Cupboard #8, Society Hill - $1,021,045.50
590.  Busy Corner #2, Summerville - $1,019,550
591.  BP Station, Greenville - $1,018,628.50
592.  Cheapway, Columbia - $1,018,429.50
593.  Corner Stop #10, Blackville - $1,016,077.50
594.  Murphy USA #7470, Union - $1,015,439.50
595.  Get N Go, Chapin - $1,015,347.50
596.  Laurens Handee Mart, Laurens - $1,015,186.50
597.  Leela Food Store, Piedmont - $1,015,110
598.  Fast Fuel #9, Williamston - $1,014,029.50
599.  Quick Point, Anderson - $1,013,957.50
600.  Power Trac #9, Anderson - $1,013,795
601.  Blue Ridge Produce, Pickens - $1,013,147
602.  Sai Mart, Lexington - $1,011,611
603.  Scotchman #3123, Myrtle Beach - $1,011,340.50
604.  BBB Corner, Barnwell - $1,010,289
605.  VP Racing Fuels, Moncks Corner - $1,008,334
606.  Paras LLC, Columbia - $1,007,999.50
607.  Lucky Sport #179, Florence - $1,007,884.50
608.  Fast C Express, Mullins - $1,007,200.50
609.  Phat Dat LLC, Manning - $1,005,948.50
610.  Refuel, Goose Creek - $1,005,825.50
611.  A & P Foodmart #2, Columbia - $1,005,544.50
612.  Community Market, North Charleston - $1,004,995
613.  KC Mart #9, Greer - $1,004,866
614.  Stop N Go, Cordova - $1,003,271.50
615.  Raceway, Florence - $1,003,265
616.  Handee Mart #4, Travelers Rest - $1,001,597
617.  Hwy 101 Citgo, Woodru - $1,000,863.50
618.  Tiger Stop, Swansea - $1,000,180.50
#36 - Value Spot #4415 in Simpsonville
Segel and Neil
#407 - McCray’s in Rock Hill
Je, Christine, Wesley & Tiany
#445 - Saluda Discount Food & Beverage in Rock Hill
Ghaedshara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#89 - Bells in Greenville
Komal
what’s new
#110 - Corner Cupboard #4 in Bennettsvile
Jack, Christy, Becky, Rosie & Shawn
1.  Big Ts, Goose Creek - $6,617,167.50
2.  Devikinc, Sumter - $5,066,289
3.  Sky Mart, Charleston - $4,497,601.50
4.  Harry’s, Columbia - $3,890,425
5.  Krishna of Summerville Inc, Summerville - $3,789,280.50
6.  3 Way Food Mart #5, Aiken - $3,546,718.00
7.  Quick Pantry #16, Greenwood - $3,494,242
8.  V GO #21, Charleston - $3,434,454.50
9.  Shiv Mart III, Columbia - $3,219,258
10.  Garden Spot #4, Taylors - $3,198,580.50
11.  Jimmy’s Mart, Columbia - $3,177,289
12.  Discount Store, North Charleston - $3,000,595
13.  Quick Store #3, Orangeburg - $2,955,353.50
14.  S M Mart, Lugo - $2,945,590.50
15.  Quick Serve, Lexington - $2,924,815.50
16.  Fuel Express, North Charleston - $2,891,962
17.  Quikies, Greenwood - $2,874,516
18.  QuickPantry #5, Orangeburg - $2,829,256.50
19.  Shiv Food Mart #3, Sumter - $2,799,169.50
20.  Savers #1, Dillon - $2,758,756.50
21.  Green Pantry, North Charleston - $2,723,752.50
22.  AMPM Food Mart #4, Columbia - $2,687,540.50
23.  Charlie’s Grocery, Charleston - $2,682,563
24.  Mo Convenience and Tobacco Store, Aiken - $2,676,446
25.  Miller’s Store, Fort Mill - $2,667,243.50
26.  Palm Pantry #1, Bamberg - $2,644,396
27.  V Go Food Mart, Holly Hill - $2,644,288
28.  Betty’s Quick Stop, Hemingway - $2,626,748
29.  Sam’s Corner, Spartanburg - $2,601,919.50
30.  Vgo #16, Charleston - $2,598,163.50
31.  Veerraja LLC, Charleston - $2,579,421
32.  Scotchman, Georgetown - $2,535,579.50
33.  Corner Stop, Columbia - $2,441,999.50
34.  Mini Mart, York - $2,430,704
35.  Raceway #936, North Charleston - $2,394,751
36.  Value Spot #4415, Simpsonville - $2,386,800
37.  Sunoco Quick Mart, Greenville - $2,372,347
38.  Big T’s #2, Charleston - $2,369,645
39.  Georgetown Citgo, Georgetown - $2,368,676.50
40.  Road Runner, Hollywood - $2,356,291.50
41.  Party World, Manning - $2,355,743.50
42.  Kwik Stop Foods, Charleston - $2,352,466.50
43.  Shree Jay Ambe LLC, North Charleston - $2,335,978.50
44.  Tiger Express #19, Saint Helena Island - $2,334,390
45.  Quick Lotto #7, Orangeburg - $2,322,909
46.  BP Ridgeland, Ridgeland - $2,319,035.50
47.  Short Stop, Orangeburg - $2,316,206
48.  Breakers #179, Florence - $2,316,036
49.  Gas N Go, North Charleston - $2,294,080
50.  Exxon, Georgetown - $2,288,913.50
51.  A One Express, Columbia - $2,285,421.50
52.  Sam’s Quick Mart, Kingstree - $2,267,414
53.  St Andrews C Mart, Columbia - $2,259,731
54.  Irmo Mini Mart, Irmo - $2,242,191.50
55.  Corner Stop #118, Sumter - $2,234,349.50
56.  Amoco Food Mart, Lake City - $2,226,612.50
57.  Durant Grocery, North Charleston - $2,221,088.50
58.  3 Way Food Mart #3, Estill - $2,202,437
59.  Corner Stop #106, Conway - $2,190,835
60.  OMKS LLC, Myrtle Beach - $2,179,191.50
61.  Ken’s Corner, Florence - $2,166,049.50
62.  Sav Way, Kingstree - $2,165,004
63.  Shop And Go, Beaufort - $2,163,106.50
64.  Situ LLC, Darlington - $2,158,866
65.  SKS Mart Inc, Columbia - $2,155,052
66.  Discount Mart, Rock Hill - $2,136,536.50
67.  Quick Store #6, Summerville - $2,128,661
68.  Kwik Mart, Sumter - $2,115,402
69.  1st Stop, Hartsville - $2,107,576
70.  River Country Store, Santee - $2,098,314
71.  Kwik Fill, Hanahan - $2,092,060.50
72.  4 Way Stop, Orangeburg - $2,085,032.50
73.  Quick Store #1, Orangeburg - $2,081,958
74.  Quick Shop, Marion - $2,079,225.50
75.  Fast Point, McCormick - $2,076,721.50
76.  Quick Pantry #35, Orangeburg - $2,075,854
77.  Abhi Enterprises, Florence - $2,071,801.50
78.  S & J Mart, Boiling Springs - $2,061,221.50
79.  JN’s Express Mart, Greenville - $2,060,814
80. Xpress Fuel, Greer - $2,049,095.50
81.  A&D Food Mart, Ganey - $2,045,013
82.  Sunhouse #3, Beaufort - $2,042,211
83.  Shree Food Mart, McClellanville - $2,032,242
84.  DD’S Food Mart #3, Union - $2,031,939.50
85.  Ski LLC, Goose Creek - $2,030,258
86.  Short Trip #12, Orangeburg - $2,023,823.50
87.  Short Trip #24, Ladson - $2,023,240
88.  Bob’s Food & Fuel, Lexington - $2,021,846
89.  Bell’s, Greenville - $2,011,502.50
90.  Edisto Pantry & Deli, Orangeburg - $2,008,965
91.  Raceway #6747, West Columbia - $2,004,297.50
92.  Sonny’s Citgo, Summerville - $1,988,549
93.  Inman Fast Stop, Inman - $1,983,620
94.  Pantry Plus, Columbia - $1,970,051.50
95.  Amoco Food Shop, Beaufort - $1,944,016.50
96.  Edisto Pantry, Orangeburg - $1,940,139.50
97.  Devi Food Mart LLC, Hampton - $1,931,849
98.  Quick Pantry #6, Orangeburg - $1,928,351.50
99.  Coastal Savers, Myrtle Beach - $1,922,040.50
100.  Ken’s Corner #3, Florence - $1,912,581
101.  Corner Cupboard #7, Cheraw - $1,909,247
102.  Quick Pantry, Saint Matthews - $1,902,282
103.  Murphy #8663, Garden City - $1,889,876.50
104.  Quick Pantry #9, North Charleston - $1,882,751
105.  Kash, Simpsonville - $1,878,350
106.  Quick Pantry #21, Orangeburg - $1,877,519
107.  Spring Valley Convenience Store, Columbia - $1,872,806
108.  MR Express LLC, Rock Hill - $1,870,290
109.  Quick Corner #2, Sumter - $1,861,870.50
110.  Corner Cupboard #4, Bennettsville - $1,860,379
111.  Arav SC Business LLC, Hilton Head - $1,859,062
112.  Express Lotto, Columbia - $1,856,289.50
113.  Umapati LLC, Moncks Corner - $1,853,353.50
114.  Eagle Express, Columbia - $1,839,624
115.  Southeast BP, Columbia - $1,835,797
116.  Simba Express #1, Columbia - $1,834,195
117.  52 Station, Moncks Corner - $1,832,706.50
118.  Zone Mart, North Charleston - $1,827,804
119.  Oxford Convenience Store, Beaufort - $1,815,203.50
120.  Quick Store, Orangeburg - $1,809,323
121.  4 Way of Elloree, Elloree - $1,799,283
122.  Kwik Mart, Ladson - $1,798,813.50
123.  Aum Sai, Eutawville - $1,797,867.50
124.  Short Stop, Ridgeland - $1,792,301.50
125.  J & S Food Mart IV, Columbia - $1,792,144
126.  Smart Stop, West Columbia - $1,785,066.50
127.  Fast Break, Manning - $1,784,095
128.  Midway One Stop, Eastover - $1,783,210.50
129.  White Pond Food N Beverage, Elgin - $1,779,761
130.  Busy Corner #3, Summerville - $1,773,101
131.  North Guignard Sunoco, Sumter - $1,771,563
132.  Yamuna Foodmart, Ridgeland - $1,769,255.50
133.  Corner Cupboard, Cheraw - $1,768,264
134.  Trask Shell Food Mart, Beaufort - $1,767,686
135.  Quick Pantry #3, Bowman - $1,759,938.50
136.  West Main Discount, Rock Hill - $1,759,187.50
137.  Busy Corner, Lake City - $1,755,479
138.  Yana Food Mart, Florence - $1,753,819.50
139.  Express Pantry, Columbia - $1,752,203.50
140.  US Mini Mart, Darlington - $1,749,505.50
141.  Ashley Mobile, North Charleston - $1,748,325
142.  Fuel Express, Sumter - $1,745,880
143.  Quick Pantry #42, Batesburg - $1,741,885.50
144.  Fuel Express, Moncks Corner - $1,734,461
145.  Quick Pantry #8, Santee - $1,733,987
146.  Publix Super Markets #824, North Charleston - $1,727,423
147.  Expressway #25, Anderson - $1,725,592
148.  Quick Stop #102, Latta - $1,724,711
149.  Carolina Pantry #2, Columbia - $1,723,475.50
150.  Phoenix Mart #72, Little River - $1,722,631.50
151.  Scott’s Food Store Heckle, Rock Hill - $1,694,241.50
152.  C K Mart #8, Columbia - $1,694,081.50
153.  Aviation Exxon, North Charleston - $1,691,239
154.  M & E Food Mart Inc, Rock Hill - $1,690,301
155.  Santee Landing, Santee - $1,690,080
156.  Community Mart, Columbia - $1,688,501.50
157.  Sai Mart, Spartanburg - $1,688,348
158.  Dusty Bend Discount Beverage, Camden - $1,681,694
159.  OM Mart, Eastover - $1,681,151.50
160.  MP Mart, Winnsboro - $1,679,878.50
161.  K & T Express LLC, York - $1,679,571.50
162.  209 Wilson Inc, Kingstree - $1,677,989.50
163.  OM Express Inc, North Charleston - $1,669,821
164.  Stop N Shop, Lexington - $1,661,129
165.  Maxwell Food Mart, Greenwood - $1,660,632
166.  Little River Food Mart, Little River - $1,660,501
167.  Quick Pantry #27, Greenwood - $1,656,459
168.  Sonny’s #4, Ladson - $1,650,641.50
169.  West End, Greenville - $1,638,630
170.  3 Way Food Mart #4, Johnston - $1,631,962
171.  Caper House #3, Saluda - $1,630,991
172.  EZ Trip #1, Aiken - $1,628,695
173.  Rainbow Mart, Goose Creek - $1,621,654.50
174.  Quick Stop, Ravenel - $1,617,218.50
175.  Publix Super Markets #1081, Mt. Pleasant - $1,616,068.50
176.  Raceway #846, West Columbia - $1,615,164.50
177.  Sav Mart #3, Florence - $1,613,248.50
178.  Alhanik LLC, Columbia - $1,611,718.50
179.  Leesburg Convenience Sales, Columbia - $1,608,507
180.  C Mart, Florence - $1,603,220
181.  Shiv Food Mart, Columbia - $1,603,096.50
182.  S M  Food Mart, Richburg - $1,601,265.50
183.  Timmonsville Mini Mart, Timmonsville - $1,594,636.50
184.  Dev’s Liquor Store, Johns Island - $1,593,277
185.  Short Trip #101, Manning - $1,591,586.50
186.  7 Days C Store, Walterboro - $1,591,109
187.  Sunoco, Sumter - $1,589,817
188.  Sunoco, Summerville - $1,585,844
189.  Eagle Express, West Columbia - $1,584,860.50
190.  Mega Stop, Lexington - $1,583,382.50
191.  Dorchester Mart, North Charleston - $1,578,545
192.  Dixon Shopping Plaza, Sumter - $1,578,464
193.  Minute Man Market, Manning - $1,576,069.50
194.  Jaibhavani Wildwood, Moncks Corner - $1,573,313
195.  Tiger Mart #16, North Myrtle Beach - $1,570,418
196.  Raceway #6753, Spartanburg - $1,568,876
197.  Two Notch Mart, Columbia - $1,567,909
198.  Murphy Express #8538, Columbia - $1,566,283.50
199.  Stop N Go, West Columbia - $1,565,624.50
200.  Harry’s Quick Stop, Greenville - $1,564,246.50
201.  Elloree Truck Stop, Elloree - $1,562,080
202.  JPS Corner Stop Inc, Ganey - $1,561,274
203.  One Stop of Columbia LLC, Columbia - $1,560,321.50
204.  Quick C Food Mart, Chester - $1,558,247
205.  B K World, Anderson - $1,553,328
206.  Quick Pantry #51, Orangeburg - $1,552,914
207.  Shell Food Mart, Beaufort - $1,551,265.50
208.  Lucky #7, Lugo - $1,549,530
209.  Main Street Express LLC, Conway - $1,549,493
210.  Yesha Tirth LLC, Manning - $1,543,928
211.  Royal #8, Greenwood - $1,543,246.50
212.  Express Mart, Spartanburg - $1,543,012
213.  J K Mart, Columbia - $1,540,640
214.  J and S Food Mart #8, Columbia - $1,534,541.50
215.  Sav Way #8, Lake City - $1,525,228.50
216.  Ed’s GTs Express Mart, Greenville - $1,521,549
217.  3543 Dorchester Road, North Charleston - $1,520,488.50
218.  Jay Shree Umiya LLC, Georgetown - $1,520,195.50
219.  Dalzell Grocery, Dalzell - $1,517,830
220.  Refuel, Sumter - $1,512,038.50
221.  Peachtree Grocery, Myrtle Beach - $1,509,746.50
222.  Short Trip #17, Sumter - $1,507,470.50
223.  Orange, Walterboro - $1,506,831.50
224.  Shop N Go II, Beaufort - $1,504,404
225.  Racers Food Store, Aiken - $1,503,915.50
226.  Quick Corner, Sumter - $1,492,234.50
227.  Family Mart, Darlington - $1,490,419.50
228.  Carolina Express, North Charleston - $1,489,127
229.  Lee’s Convenience Store Plus, Rock Hill - $1,487,651
230.  SNJ Market, Myrtle Beach - $1,484,974.50
231.  Pamplico Junction, Florence - $1,483,454
232.  Vy Vy Mart, Chester - $1,480,943.50
233.  Four Way Food Mart, Sumter - $1,479,298.50
234.  Sunoco Food Mart, Simpsonville - $1,475,121
235.  Palm Pantry #33, West Columbia - $1,473,302.50
236.  Refuel #52, North Myrtle Beach - $1,472,979.50
237.  Caper House #2, Johnston - $1,471,411.50
238.  A & J Food Mart, Abbeville - $1,470,762
239.  Store #101, Mauldin - $1,467,311.50
240.  Palm Pantry #2, Aiken - $1,466,619
241.  Irmo Convenience Store, Columbia - $1,466,543
242.  Garden Spot, Greenville - $1,465,453.50
243.  Quick Way #1, Greenwood - $1,461,163
244.  Quick Stop #2, Lexington - $1,460,529.50
245.  ABC Sunoco, Marion - $1,458,248.50
246.  Ike’s Food Mart, Greenville - $1,457,690.50
247.  Quick Pantry #14, Ladson - $1,451,489
248.  Stop-A-Minit #23, Anderson - $1,451,436
249.  City Food Mart, Columbia - $1,450,098
250.  G Food Mart, Greenwood - $1,448,147.50
251.  Stop N Shop, Columbia - $1,448,066.50
252.  Xpressway, Mauldin - $1,443,785.50
253.  Palmetto Food, Saint Stephen - $1,431,801
254.  Discount Tobacco, Elgin - $1,428,468
255.  P A A of Beaufort LLC, Beaufort - $1,427,928
256.  PM Food Mart, Hartsville - $1,426,831.50
257.  Gate Petroleum Co #326, Fort Mill - $1,426,105
258.  Broad River Mart, Columbia - $1,422,546
259.  Forestbrook Grocery, Myrtle Beach - $1,421,543
260.  Refuel, Murrells Inlet - $1,420,231
261.  One World 2 SC LLC, Johnston - $1,410,315.50
262.  Sharpe Shoppe #208, Columbia - $1,408,983.50
263.  7UP Mini Mart, Columbia - $1,408,021
264.  Enmark Station #857, Hilton Head Island - $1,405,904.50
265.  V Go, Camden - $1,405,408
266.  City Food, Darlington - $1,403,167.50
267.  Country Corner, Newberry - $1,402,810.50
268.  Sam’s Food Mart, Columbia - $1,400,492.50
269.  Harry’s Quick Stop, Greenville - $1,398,859.50
270.  Power Trac #10, Anderson - $1,398,070.50
271.  Energy Market, Easley - $1,396,724.50
272.  Lady’s Island Shell, Beaufort - $1,396,171.50
273.  Orangeburg Quick Mart Inc, Orangeburg - $1,394,721
274.  Country Fast Mart, Murrells Inlet - $1,394,608.50
275.  DD’s Food Mart #4, Orangeburg - $1,393,003
276.  Vinayaka LLC, Myrtle Beach - $1,392,263.50
277.  Quick Food Mart, Orangeburg - $1,392,257
278.  Cruizers, Florence - $1,391,634.50
279.  Ed’s GTs Express Mart, Greenville - $1,391,139.50
280.  Speedy Express #2, Walterboro - $1,389,335.50
281.  Bluton Market, Bluton - $1,389,236.50
282.  Jack’s Conv. Store of Lancaster, Lancaster - $1,382,746.50
283.  Palm Pantry 7, Laurens - $1,382,182
284.  Refuel #53, Surfside Beach - $1,381,579.50
285.  Mahi Food Mart, Greenville - $1,380,024.50
286.  Sunoco Food Mart, Columbia - $1,378,255
287.  76 Express, Marion - $1,377,648
288.  Butch’s Foodmart LLC, Dillon - $1,375,156
289.  Quick Pantry #103, Aiken - $1,375,032
290.  Palmetto Express, Conway - $1,370,493.50
291.  Publix Super Markets #473, Hilton Head - $1,370,096
292.  G P Mart #2, Lexington - $1,369,385.50
293.  KC Express, Columbia - $1,369,316.50
294.  Palm Pantry #11, Barnwell - $1,366,034
295.  Tanners LLC, Sumter - $1,363,858.50
296.  Enmark Station #851, Bluton - $1,363,321
297.  Cuzs Corner, Winnsboro - $1,361,989.50
298.  Quick Pantry #102, Marion - $1,361,866.50
299.  GS Mini Mart, West Columbia - $1,359,362.50
300.  OM Food Mart, Roebuck - $1,359,005
301.  Lake City Mart, Lake City - $1,357,677.50
302.  High Hill Quickll, Darlington - $1,357,438
303.  Fatboy’s Convenience, Sumter - $1,356,604.50
304.  Maruti Food Mart, Hardeeville - $1,355,044
305.  Gopi LLC, North Charleston - $1,354,661.50
306.  The Market On Main, Harleyville - $1,354,112.50
307.  Paras Point, Taylors - $1,353,021
308.  Mozingo’s Grocery, Sumter - $1,351,987.50
309.  AM PM Food Mart Inc, Columbia - $1,347,352
310.  Mount Gallant Express, Rock Hill - $1,346,687
311.  Sumter Stop, Sumter - $1,346,680.50
312.  Hardeeville Maruti LLC, Hardeeville - $1,344,840.50
313.  Maruti Food Mart #2, Bluton - $1,341,827
314.  Janki Food Mart, Summerville - $1,341,683
315.  Sav A Ton Trucks Stop, Columbia - $1,339,784
316.  Palm Pantry #10, North - $1,338,793.50
317.  Brightmart Exxon, Anderson - $1,336,448.50
318.  Caper House #6, Camden - $1,334,497
319.  Coastal Petro, Myrtle Beach - $1,334,064.50
320.  Midway Grocery, Lancaster - $1,333,592.50
321.  Sharpe Shoppe  #1, Blythewood - $1,333,148.50
322.  Mo Conv. and Tobacco Store, Beech Island - $1,330,910.50
323.  Savway #24, Florence - $1,330,817
324.  Roger’s Food and Beverage, Pageland - $1,330,757.50
325.  Sav Way #18, Darlington - $1,328,482.50
326.  5th Avenue, Newberry - $1,327,920
327.  Raceway #6751, Spartanburg - $1,326,914
328.  Diya USA INC, Greenville - $1,326,241
329.  Express Mart, Myrtle Beach - $1,326,111.50
330.  The Forks, Lancaster - $1,325,177
331.  Quick Pantry #37, Orangeburg - $1,324,754.50
332.  90 Express, Conway - $1,322,012.50
333.  The Country Peddler, Newberry - $1,321,278
334.  Hari OM Mart, Rock Hill - $1,320,172
335.  Jimmy’s Citgo, West Columbia - $1,319,864.50
336.  Lowes Foods #233, Murrells Inlet - $1,319,508
337.  Sai Baba Ram LLC, Saint George - $1,317,388
338.  Tanner’s General Store, Hemingway - $1,317,286
339.  DCP Food Mart, Columbia - $1,312,569.50
340.  Cypress Mart, Moncks Corner - $1,309,225
341.  A1 Food Store, North Charleston - $1,307,808.50
342.  Mick’s Food Mart, Myrtle Beach - $1,307,617.50
343.  Xpress Travel Center, Orangeburg - $1,306,645
344.  Quick Stop, Columbia - $1,304,968.50
345.  Corner Stop #57, Laurens - $1,304,873
346.  Corner Gas, Moncks Corner - $1,302,342
347.  Pawleys Express, Pawleys Island - $1,302,231.50
348.  Best Stop #1, Columbia - $1,302,198
349.  SM Mart Georgetown, Georgetown - $1,301,432
350.  Amita Food Mart, Beaufort - $1,297,235.50
351.  Carolina Pantry #2, Summerton - $1,293,773
352.  Airport Stop & Shop, Aiken - $1,293,011
353.  Sky Mart #3, Charleston - $1,291,200.50
354.  Short Trip #3, Manning - $1,288,242
355.  Cruizers XIII, Florence - $1,287,874.50
356.  Everyday Spot, Moncks Corner - $1,285,264.50
357.  Shiv Mart, Columbia - $1,283,774
358.  Corner Stop #15, Spartanburg - $1,282,705.50
359.  VHS Inc, Greenwood - $1,282,561
360.  Pride Quick Stop LLC, York - $1,274,292.50
361.  Tobacco Shop, Walterboro - $1,269,566
362.  Springdale C, Rock Hill - $1,269,206.50
363.  Stop N Go, North Charleston - $1,267,608
364.  Ken Food Mart #1, Spartanburg - $1,264,904.50
365.  Hollywood Market, Hollywood - $1,264,779
366.  CM Foodmart, Santee - $1,263,689
367.  Fort Lawn Marathon, Fort Lawn - $1,258,886
368.  AM PM #2, Ridgeway - $1,254,255.50
369.  Sunset Point, Columbia - $1,252,553
370.  Kruzers XVIII, Florence - $1,252,479
371.  52 Station 3 Inc, Scranton - $1,251,850
372.  Caper House #5, Newberry - $1,251,441
373.  Publix Super Markets Inc #1645, Charleston - $1,250,879
374.  3 Way Food Mart #21, Aiken - $1,249,599.50
375.  Corner Cupboard #3, Bennettsville - $1,249,220.50
376.  Quick Pantry #2, Swansea - $1,249,116.50
377.  D & M Mart, Williston - $1,248,727.50
378.  Mike & Jack #3, Simpsonville - $1,248,300.50
379.  Good Service Mini Mart, Conway - $1,248,034.50
380.  Quick Way, Spartanburg - $1,247,336
381.  Xpress Zone #2, Columbia - $1,247,192
382.  Sam’s Mart, Quinby - $1,245,138
383.  Vitri Get N Go Food Mart, Lyman - $1,243,990.50
384.  Kruzers XIX, Florence - $1,243,080
385.  Quick Stop Exxon, Columbia - $1,242,846.50
386.  New Market, Central - $1,242,726
387.  Raceway #6746, West Columbia - $1,242,325.50
388.  Sunny Party Shop, Williston - $1,240,335.50
389.  Liam Frotan LLC, Belvedere - $1,236,903.50
390.  Murphy Express #8717, Myrtle Beach - $1,235,789.50
391.  Publix Super Markets #829, Columbia - $1,235,061
392.  Cruizers VII, Florence - $1,235,007.50
393.  Refuel, Mount Pleasant - $1,234,040.50
394.  Hot Spot #1103, Pawleys Island - $1,232,875.50
395.  Gate Petroleum Co #325, Camden - $1,231,307
396.  Food Lion #2691, Bluton - $1,231,278.50
397.  VGO #11, Greenville - $1,231,182.50
398.  DD’s Foodmart #11, Roebuck - $1,230,670.50
399.  Gaz-Bah #14, Orangeburg - $1,227,680
400.  Summerton Mart, Summerton - $1,224,444.50
401.  The Country Corner, Moncks Corner - $1,222,398
402.  Shop & Go, Sumter - $1,221,475
403.  Fuel 2 Go LLC, Conway - $1,221,339
404.  Dhilan LLC, Beaufort - $1,220,993
405.  V Go Mart, Anderson - $1,220,354.50








407.  MC Cray’s Convenience Store, Rock Hill - $1,215,392.50
408.  EZ Trip #2, Santee - $1,213,533.50
409.  Jerry’s Mart, Piedmont - $1,213,113.50
410.  Best Stop, West Columbia - $1,210,770
411.  Red & White Grocery, North Charleston - $1,209,690.50
412.  Quickway #5, Abbeville - $1,207,715
413.  Three Leopards LLC, Bishopville - $1,206,391
414.  4 Way Corner, Denmark - $1,206,012.50
415.  Convenience Corner #1, Florence - $1,203,443.50
416.  Grab N Go Grocery & Gas, Myrtle Beach - $1,202,369
417.  Shell, Bishopville - $1,199,832
418.  Corner Pantry #129, Sumter - $1,198,240.50
419.  Quick Food Mart #2, Summerville - $1,197,886.50
420.  KP Xpress, Florence - $1,197,341
421.  Corner Stop, Moncks Corner - $1,196,254
422.  Tanner’s, Manning - $1,193,772.50
423.  Fox Corner, Hartsville - $1,191,351.50
424.  Super Mart, Timmonsville - $1,191,338
425.  Red And White Grocery, Cross - $1,189,096
426.  Daily Stop, Darlington - $1,187,951
427.  KK Mart, Jacksonboro - $1,187,270.50
428.  Cruizers #4, Florence - $1,186,827.50
429.  Get N Go, Gaston - $1,184,965
430.  Ganey Store, Ganey - $1,181,994.50
431.  Kangaroo Express #3837, Columbia - $1,180,710.50
432.  Publix Super Markets #1478, Pawleys Island - $1,179,452
433.  Auto Stop Food Mart, Ganey - $1,179,135
434.  BP Gas, Florence - $1,177,990
435.  Corner Stop #112, Rock Hill - $1,175,302
436.  Little Giant #5, Rock Hill - $1,174,082
437.  K Stop, West Columbia - $1,174,051
438.  B & M Market, North Charleston - $1,173,085
439.  Jay 2020 LLC, Andrews - $1,172,173
440.  Shiv Mart #2, Lugo - $1,170,652.50
441.  Super Stop, Easley - $1,168,859.50
442.  Energy Mart, Lexington - $1,168,833
443.  Tiger Mart #21, Dillon - $1,167,198
444.  Jumbo, Columbia - $1,166,546.50
445.  Saluda Discount Food and Bev., Rock Hill - $1,165,371
446.  Summerville Mart, Summerville - $1,163,838.50
447.  Bob Food Mart, Richburg - $1,163,746
448.  Corner Stop #1, Ganey - $1,163,463
449.  Ye Olde Grocery, Beech Island - $1,163,396.50
450.  SKS Foodmart LLC, Winnsboro - $1,162,663.50
451.  Crossroad II Exxon, Great Falls - $1,162,227.50
452.  K C Mart, Union - $1,162,201
453.  Little Giant #2, Rock Hill - $1,160,160
454.  Trade Street Mart, Pamplico - $1,160,069
455.  Cricket Express, Moncks Corner - $1,154,969.50
456.  VGO #2, Greenville - $1,151,061
457.  Elliot’s Exxon, Rock Hill - $1,150,288.50
458.  Carolina Pantry #8, Manning - $1,149,673.50
459.  Oakland Grocery, Florence - $1,148,281.50
460.  Exxon, Andrews - $1,146,629.50
461.  Sunny’s Tobacco & Beer, Sumter - $1,146,321.50
462.  Bell’s Marina, Eutawville - $1,144,926.50
463.  ED’s GT Express Mart, Greenville - $1,143,011.50
464.  Texaco Food Mart, Spartanburg - $1,142,950
465.  52 Store Inc, Greeleyville - $1,139,377
466.  365 C Store LLC, Clover - $1,137,354.50
467.  Scotchman #3124, Murrells Inlet - $1,136,117
468.  Speedy Mart, Easley - $1,134,902.50
469.  Crazy Jax Sunoco, Ridgeland - $1,134,593.50
470.  Stop N Go, Walterboro - $1,134,331.50
471.  Bennettsville Quick Stop, Bennettsville - $1,134,163.50
472.  Stop N Go 2, Greenville - $1,133,854.50
473.  One Smart Stop Inc, Rock Hill - $1,131,767.50
474.  Nanba LLC, Bennettsville - $1,131,024
475.  Stop N Go #3, Greenville - $1,129,369.50
476.  S Mart #56, Lexington - $1,128,800
477.  Aladdin Food & Grill, North Charleston - $1,126,963.50
478.  Palm Pantry #5, Anderson - $1,126,344.50
479.  JR’S Gas & Grocery LLC, Ridgeville - $1,125,792
480.  Kwik Food Store, Greer - $1,125,701.50
481.  Food Lion #1698, Beaufort - $1,124,187
482.  Caper House #1, Saluda - $1,123,992.50
483.  Stop N Shop, Florence - $1,121,409.50
484.  EZ Shop, Darlington - $1,119,497.50
485.  Power Trac #8, Greenville - $1,118,334.50
486.  MJM, Lake City - $1,118,182
487.  Easy Spot, Columbia - $1,116,805.50
488.  Blue Water Conv. Store #20, Mt. Pleasant - $1,114,798.50
489.  S & S Food Mart, Lancaster - $1,114,708
490.  Sprint Food Stores Inc #727, Dillon - $1,114,533
491.  Corner Store #1, Ganey - $1,113,502
492.  Quickway #3, Newberry - $1,112,029
493.  On The Go  #1 LLC, Engham - $1,111,065
494.  Yogi Mini Mart #2, Hartsville - $1,110,880
495.  Kangaroo Express #3239, Camden - $1,109,533.50
496.  Mit Food Mart, Simpsonville - $1,108,874
497.  Publix Super Market #1145, Johns Island - $1,108,502
498.  Quick Shop Discount, Georgetown - $1,108,452.50
499.  Petro Plus, Ganey - $1,108,140.50
500.  Snappy Food, Yemassee - $1,108,031
501.  A&P Coastal Mart, Sumter - $1,105,882.50
502.  Jay Gajanand LLC, Hardeeville - $1,105,231
503.  BNJ LLC, Fort Mill - $1,103,254.50
504.  Store #105, Laurens - $1,102,554
505.  Quick Pantry #20, Abbeville - $1,101,545
506.  Lesslie Food Inc, Rock Hill - $1,101,198.50
507.  Sav Way #28, Florence - $1,099,868
508.  Quick Mart, Columbia - $1,097,945
509.  Murphy Express #8552, North Charleston - $1,093,201
510.  Royal Food Store #7, Greenwood - $1,092,987.50
511.  Enmark Station #848, Hilton Head Island - $1,085,387.50
512.  Shiv Mart IV, Chapin - $1,083,273.50
513.  Herlong Express, Rock Hill - $1,083,089.50
514.  Gate Petroleum Co #301, Sumter - $1,082,424.50
515.  Ken’s Corner #2, Florence - $1,082,424
516.  Kwik Food Store #2, Greenville - $1,081,036.50
517.  Texaco Express, McConnells - $1,080,524.50
518.  Tire & Oil Company Inc, Saluda - $1,078,221
519.  OHM Food Mart, Inman - $1,078,155.50
520.  321 Food Mart, West Columbia - $1,077,458
521.  Central Market, Summerville - $1,076,851.50
522.  Dorchester Express, North Charleston - $1,076,759
523.  Ganesh Petroleum LLC, Ridgeland - $1,075,088
524.  Corner Pantry #126, Columbia - $1,073,679
525.  First Stop, Vance - $1,073,629
526.  Sambo’s Grocery, Bishopville - $1,073,185
527.  4 Way Fuel, Conway - $1,068,425.50
528.  Twin Lakes Mart, Trenton - $1,067,799
529.  Adam’s Grocery, Rock Hill - $1,066,294
530.  Handee Mart, Fountain Inn - $1,065,827
531.  Sunoco, Walterboro - $1,064,518
532.  Kangaroo Express #3286, Greenville - $1,064,393.50
533.  Town and Country, Sumter - $1,063,597
534.  MD Food Mart, Anderson - $1,063,534.50
535.  QuickPantry #4, Cordova - $1,062,864.50
536.  Sharpe Shoppe #2, Blythewood - $1,062,280
537.  Jiya Mansi LLC, Lancaster - $1,061,676.50
538.  MJ Mart, Fort Mill - $1,060,790
539.  Beer & Tobacco Outlet, Columbia - $1,060,514.50
540.  Speedy Express, Walterboro - $1,057,155.50
541.  KC Mart #8, Boiling Springs - $1,055,518
542.  Publix Super Markets #1266, Summerville - $1,054,783.50
543.  Darsh LLC, Greenwood - $1,053,569.50
544.  Fast Stop, Newberry - $1,051,547
545.  Aashray LLC, Andrews - $1,051,434.50
546.  Shop & Go, Camden - $1,050,434
547.  Tiger Mart #17, Little River - $1,049,328
548.  Fuel Zone, Ravenel - $1,048,591.50
549.  Country Store, Fort Mill - $1,047,161
550.  Quick Pantry #39, Gaston - $1,046,821.50
551.  Curgin’s Corner, Graniteville - $1,046,806
552.  Ken Food Mart #2, Spartanburg - $1,044,644.50
553.  Hare Pritam 2018 Inc, Lyman - $1,042,864
554.  Rania Mart LLC, North Charleston - $1,041,551.50
555.  Quick Stop, Batesburg - $1,039,942
556.  Bap’s Irmo LLC, Irmo - $1,039,240.50
557.  Money Saver, Georgetown - $1,039,031
558.  Petro Pointe #2, Moore - $1,038,606
559.  Publix Super Markets #845, Bluton - $1,037,860
560.  Towne Centre Market, Mount Pleasant - $1,037,712.50
561.  One Stop, Allendale - $1,036,302.50
562.  Oasis One Stop, Summerville - $1,036,210.50
563.  Mini Mart, Florence - $1,036,046
564.  CK Mart #11, Columbia - $1,035,316.50
565.  Quick & Easy, Barnwell - $1,033,916
566.  Shiv Food Mart, Columbia - $1,033,436
567.  Smith Grocery, Mullins - $1,033,357
568.  Gray Court Party Shop, Gray Court - $1,032,690.50
569.  Circle K #2723381, Sumter - $1,031,801.50
570.  Hot Spot #2011, Spartanburg - $1,031,686
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571.  Speedy Mart, Easley - $1,031,383.50
572.  Sharpe Shoppe #4, Blythewood - $1,030,810.50
573.  Quick Stop, Clover - $1,030,411.50
574.  Shri Hari One LLC, Sumter - $1,030,030
575.  Stopngo Express, Walterboro - $1,029,530
576.  Beer and Tobacco Outlet, Summerville - $1,029,507
577.  TJ Xpress #101, Newberry - $1,028,271.50
578.  Express Lotto #2, West Columbia - $1,027,047
579.  Publix Super Markets Inc #1205, Bluton - $1,026,713
580.  Price Shell, Aiken - $1,026,511
581.  Kangaroo Express #3969, Fort Mill - $1,026,160
582.  Harry’s #2, Wagener - $1,025,643.50
583.  Keisler, Lexington - $1,024,884.50
584.  Shree Hari BL LLC, Hartsville - $1,024,396.50
585.  Chief Liquor, Bishopville - $1,022,917
586.  Stop & Save Foodmart, Aiken - $1,022,698.50
587.  Busy Corner #4, Walterboro - $1,022,319.50
588.  Sawyer’s Convenience Store, Marion - $1,021,470.50
589.  Corner Cupboard #8, Society Hill - $1,021,045.50
590.  Busy Corner #2, Summerville - $1,019,550
591.  BP Station, Greenville - $1,018,628.50
592.  Cheapway, Columbia - $1,018,429.50
593.  Corner Stop #10, Blackville - $1,016,077.50
594.  Murphy USA #7470, Union - $1,015,439.50
595.  Get N Go, Chapin - $1,015,347.50
596.  Laurens Handee Mart, Laurens - $1,015,186.50
597.  Leela Food Store, Piedmont - $1,015,110
598.  Fast Fuel #9, Williamston - $1,014,029.50
599.  Quick Point, Anderson - $1,013,957.50
600.  Power Trac #9, Anderson - $1,013,795
601.  Blue Ridge Produce, Pickens - $1,013,147
602.  Sai Mart, Lexington - $1,011,611
603.  Scotchman #3123, Myrtle Beach - $1,011,340.50
604.  BBB Corner, Barnwell - $1,010,289
605.  VP Racing Fuels, Moncks Corner - $1,008,334
606.  Paras LLC, Columbia - $1,007,999.50
607.  Lucky Sport #179, Florence - $1,007,884.50
608.  Fast C Express, Mullins - $1,007,200.50
609.  Phat Dat LLC, Manning - $1,005,948.50
610.  Refuel, Goose Creek - $1,005,825.50
611.  A & P Foodmart #2, Columbia - $1,005,544.50
612.  Community Market, North Charleston - $1,004,995
613.  KC Mart #9, Greer - $1,004,866
614.  Stop N Go, Cordova - $1,003,271.50
615.  Raceway, Florence - $1,003,265
616.  Handee Mart #4, Travelers Rest - $1,001,597
617.  Hwy 101 Citgo, Woodru - $1,000,863.50
618.  Tiger Stop, Swansea - $1,000,180.50
#154 - M & E Food Mart in Rock Hill
Mesganew
#596 - Laurens Handee Mart in Laurens
Andy
#136 - West Main Discount in Rock Hill
Hien       
#66 - Discount Mart in Rock Hill
Pretti & Sandeep
#345 - Corner Stop #57 in Laurens
Bina & Kenny
#268 - Sam’s Food Mart in Columbia
Hitesh
1.  Big Ts, Goose Creek - $6,617,167.50
2.  Devikinc, Sumter - $5,066,289
3.  Sky Mart, Charleston - $4,497,601.50
4.  Harry’s, Columbia - $3,890,425
5.  Krishna of Summerville Inc, Summerville - $3,789,280.50
6.  3 Way Food Mart #5, Aiken - $3,546,718.00
7.  Quick Pantry #16, Greenwood - $3,494,242
8.  V GO #21, Charleston - $3,434,454.50
9.  Shiv Mart III, Columbia - $3,219,258
10.  Garden Spot #4, Taylors - $3,198,580.50
11.  Jimmy’s Mart, Columbia - $3,177,289
12.  Discount Store, North Charleston - $3,000,595
13.  Quick Store #3, Orangeburg - $2,955,353.50
14.  S M Mart, Lugo - $2,945,590.50
15.  Quick Serve, Lexington - $2,924,815.50
16.  Fuel Express, North Charleston - $2,891,962
17.  Quikies, Greenwood - $2,874,516
18.  QuickPantry #5, Orangeburg - $2,829,256.50
19.  Shiv Food Mart #3, Sumter - $2,799,169.50
20.  Savers #1, Dillon - $2,758,756.50
21.  Green Pantry, North Charleston - $2,723,752.50
22.  AMPM Food Mart #4, Columbia - $2,687,540.50
23.  Charlie’s Grocery, Charleston - $2,682,563
24.  Mo Convenience and Tobacco Store, Aiken - $2,676,446
25.  Miller’s Store, Fort Mill - $2,667,243.50
26.  Palm Pantry #1, Bamberg - $2,644,396
27.  V Go Food Mart, Holly Hill - $2,644,288
28.  Betty’s Quick Stop, Hemingway - $2,626,748
29.  Sam’s Corner, Spartanburg - $2,601,919.50
30.  Vgo #16, Charleston - $2,598,163.50
31.  Veerraja LLC, Charleston - $2,579,421
32.  Scotchman, Georgetown - $2,535,579.50
33.  Corner Stop, Columbia - $2,441,999.50
34.  Mini Mart, York - $2,430,704
35.  Raceway #936, North Charleston - $2,394,751
36.  Value Spot #4415, Simpsonville - $2,386,800
37.  Sunoco Quick Mart, Greenville - $2,372,347
38.  Big T’s #2, Charleston - $2,369,645
39.  Georgetown Citgo, Georgetown - $2,368,676.50
40.  Road Runner, Hollywood - $2,356,291.50
41.  Party World, Manning - $2,355,743.50
42.  Kwik Stop Foods, Charleston - $2,352,466.50
43.  Shree Jay Ambe LLC, North Charleston - $2,335,978.50
44.  Tiger Express #19, Saint Helena Island - $2,334,390
45.  Quick Lotto #7, Orangeburg - $2,322,909
46.  BP Ridgeland, Ridgeland - $2,319,035.50
47.  Short Stop, Orangeburg - $2,316,206
48.  Breakers #179, Florence - $2,316,036
49.  Gas N Go, North Charleston - $2,294,080
50.  Exxon, Georgetown - $2,288,913.50
51.  A One Express, Columbia - $2,285,421.50
52.  Sam’s Quick Mart, Kingstree - $2,267,414
53.  St Andrews C Mart, Columbia - $2,259,731
54.  Irmo Mini Mart, Irmo - $2,242,191.50
55.  Corner Stop #118, Sumter - $2,234,349.50
56.  Amoco Food Mart, Lake City - $2,226,612.50
57.  Durant Grocery, North Charleston - $2,221,088.50
58.  3 Way Food Mart #3, Estill - $2,202,437
59.  Corner Stop #106, Conway - $2,190,835
60.  OMKS LLC, Myrtle Beach - $2,179,191.50
61.  Ken’s Corner, Florence - $2,166,049.50
62.  Sav Way, Kingstree - $2,165,004
63.  Shop And Go, Beaufort - $2,163,106.50
64.  Situ LLC, Darlington - $2,158,866
65.  SKS Mart Inc, Columbia - $2,155,052
66.  Discount Mart, Rock Hill - $2,136,536.50
67.  Quick Store #6, Summerville - $2,128,661
68.  Kwik Mart, Sumter - $2,115,402
69.  1st Stop, Hartsville - $2,107,576
70.  River Country Store, Santee - $2,098,314
71.  Kwik Fill, Hanahan - $2,092,060.50
72.  4 Way Stop, Orangeburg - $2,085,032.50
73.  Quick Store #1, Orangeburg - $2,081,958
74.  Quick Shop, Marion - $2,079,225.50
75.  Fast Point, McCormick - $2,076,721.50
76.  Quick Pantry #35, Orangeburg - $2,075,854
77.  Abhi Enterprises, Florence - $2,071,801.50
78.  S & J Mart, Boiling Springs - $2,061,221.50
79.  JN’s Express Mart, Greenville - $2,060,814
80. Xpress Fuel, Greer - $2,049,095.50
81.  A&D Food Mart, Ganey - $2,045,013
82.  Sunhouse #3, Beaufort - $2,042,211
83.  Shree Food Mart, McClellanville - $2,032,242
84.  DD’S Food Mart #3, Union - $2,031,939.50
85.  Ski LLC, Goose Creek - $2,030,258
86.  Short Trip #12, Orangeburg - $2,023,823.50
87.  Short Trip #24, Ladson - $2,023,240
88.  Bob’s Food & Fuel, Lexington - $2,021,846
89.  Bell’s, Greenville - $2,011,502.50
90.  Edisto Pantry & Deli, Orangeburg - $2,008,965
91.  Raceway #6747, West Columbia - $2,004,297.50
92.  Sonny’s Citgo, Summerville - $1,988,549
93.  Inman Fast Stop, Inman - $1,983,620
94.  Pantry Plus, Columbia - $1,970,051.50
95.  Amoco Food Shop, Beaufort - $1,944,016.50
96.  Edisto Pantry, Orangeburg - $1,940,139.50
97.  Devi Food Mart LLC, Hampton - $1,931,849
98.  Quick Pantry #6, Orangeburg - $1,928,351.50
99.  Coastal Savers, Myrtle Beach - $1,922,040.50
100.  Ken’s Corner #3, Florence - $1,912,581
101.  Corner Cupboard #7, Cheraw - $1,909,247
102.  Quick Pantry, Saint Matthews - $1,902,282
103.  Murphy #8663, Garden City - $1,889,876.50
104.  Quick Pantry #9, North Charleston - $1,882,751
105.  Kash, Simpsonville - $1,878,350
106.  Quick Pantry #21, Orangeburg - $1,877,519
107.  Spring Valley Convenience Store, Columbia - $1,872,806
108.  MR Express LLC, Rock Hill - $1,870,290
109.  Quick Corner #2, Sumter - $1,861,870.50
110.  Corner Cupboard #4, Bennettsville - $1,860,379
111.  Arav SC Business LLC, Hilton Head - $1,859,062
112.  Express Lotto, Columbia - $1,856,289.50
113.  Umapati LLC, Moncks Corner - $1,853,353.50
114.  Eagle Express, Columbia - $1,839,624
115.  Southeast BP, Columbia - $1,835,797
116.  Simba Express #1, Columbia - $1,834,195
117.  52 Station, Moncks Corner - $1,832,706.50
118.  Zone Mart, North Charleston - $1,827,804
119.  Oxford Convenience Store, Beaufort - $1,815,203.50
120.  Quick Store, Orangeburg - $1,809,323
121.  4 Way of Elloree, Elloree - $1,799,283
122.  Kwik Mart, Ladson - $1,798,813.50
123.  Aum Sai, Eutawville - $1,797,867.50
124.  Short Stop, Ridgeland - $1,792,301.50
125.  J & S Food Mart IV, Columbia - $1,792,144
126.  Smart Stop, West Columbia - $1,785,066.50
127.  Fast Break, Manning - $1,784,095
128.  Midway One Stop, Eastover - $1,783,210.50
129.  White Pond Food N Beverage, Elgin - $1,779,761
130.  Busy Corner #3, Summerville - $1,773,101
131.  North Guignard Sunoco, Sumter - $1,771,563
132.  Yamuna Foodmart, Ridgeland - $1,769,255.50
133.  Corner Cupboard, Cheraw - $1,768,264
134.  Trask Shell Food Mart, Beaufort - $1,767,686
135.  Quick Pantry #3, Bowman - $1,759,938.50
136.  West Main Discount, Rock Hill - $1,759,187.50
137.  Busy Corner, Lake City - $1,755,479
138.  Yana Food Mart, Florence - $1,753,819.50
139.  Express Pantry, Columbia - $1,752,203.50
140.  US Mini Mart, Darlington - $1,749,505.50
141.  Ashley Mobile, North Charleston - $1,748,325
142.  Fuel Express, Sumter - $1,745,880
143.  Quick Pantry #42, Batesburg - $1,741,885.50
144.  Fuel Express, Moncks Corner - $1,734,461
145.  Quick Pantry #8, Santee - $1,733,987
146.  Publix Super Markets #824, North Charleston - $1,727,423
147.  Expressway #25, Anderson - $1,725,592
148.  Quick Stop #102, Latta - $1,724,711
149.  Carolina Pantry #2, Columbia - $1,723,475.50
150.  Phoenix Mart #72, Little River - $1,722,631.50
151.  Scott’s Food Store Heckle, Rock Hill - $1,694,241.50
152.  C K Mart #8, Columbia - $1,694,081.50
153.  Aviation Exxon, North Charleston - $1,691,239
154.  M & E Food Mart Inc, Rock Hill - $1,690,301
155.  Santee Landing, Santee - $1,690,080
156.  Community Mart, Columbia - $1,688,501.50
157.  Sai Mart, Spartanburg - $1,688,348
158.  Dusty Bend Discount Beverage, Camden - $1,681,694
159.  OM Mart, Eastover - $1,681,151.50
160.  MP Mart, Winnsboro - $1,679,878.50
161.  K & T Express LLC, York - $1,679,571.50
162.  209 Wilson Inc, Kingstree - $1,677,989.50
163.  OM Express Inc, North Charleston - $1,669,821
164.  Stop N Shop, Lexington - $1,661,129
165.  Maxwell Food Mart, Greenwood - $1,660,632
166.  Little River Food Mart, Little River - $1,660,501
167.  Quick Pantry #27, Greenwood - $1,656,459
168.  Sonny’s #4, Ladson - $1,650,641.50
169.  West End, Greenville - $1,638,630
170.  3 Way Food Mart #4, Johnston - $1,631,962
171.  Caper House #3, Saluda - $1,630,991
172.  EZ Trip #1, Aiken - $1,628,695
173.  Rainbow Mart, Goose Creek - $1,621,654.50
174.  Quick Stop, Ravenel - $1,617,218.50
175.  Publix Super Markets #1081, Mt. Pleasant - $1,616,068.50
176.  Raceway #846, West Columbia - $1,615,164.50
177.  Sav Mart #3, Florence - $1,613,248.50
178.  Alhanik LLC, Columbia - $1,611,718.50
179.  Leesburg Convenience Sales, Columbia - $1,608,507
180.  C Mart, Florence - $1,603,220
181.  Shiv Food Mart, Columbia - $1,603,096.50
182.  S M  Food Mart, Richburg - $1,601,265.50
183.  Timmonsville Mini Mart, Timmonsville - $1,594,636.50
184.  Dev’s Liquor Store, Johns Island - $1,593,277
185.  Short Trip #101, Manning - $1,591,586.50
186.  7 Days C Store, Walterboro - $1,591,109
187.  Sunoco, Sumter - $1,589,817
188.  Sunoco, Summerville - $1,585,844
189.  Eagle Express, West Columbia - $1,584,860.50
190.  Mega Stop, Lexington - $1,583,382.50
191.  Dorchester Mart, North Charleston - $1,578,545
192.  Dixon Shopping Plaza, Sumter - $1,578,464
193.  Minute Man Market, Manning - $1,576,069.50
194.  Jaibhavani Wildwood, Moncks Corner - $1,573,313
195.  Tiger Mart #16, North Myrtle Beach - $1,570,418
196.  Raceway #6753, Spartanburg - $1,568,876
197.  Two Notch Mart, Columbia - $1,567,909
198.  Murphy Express #8538, Columbia - $1,566,283.50
199.  Stop N Go, West Columbia - $1,565,624.50
200.  Harry’s Quick Stop, Greenville - $1,564,246.50
201.  Elloree Truck Stop, Elloree - $1,562,080
202.  JPS Corner Stop Inc, Ganey - $1,561,274
203.  One Stop of Columbia LLC, Columbia - $1,560,321.50
204.  Quick C Food Mart, Chester - $1,558,247
205.  B K World, Anderson - $1,553,328
206.  Quick Pantry #51, Orangeburg - $1,552,914
207.  Shell Food Mart, Beaufort - $1,551,265.50
208.  Lucky #7, Lugo - $1,549,530
209.  Main Street Express LLC, Conway - $1,549,493
210.  Yesha Tirth LLC, Manning - $1,543,928
211.  Royal #8, Greenwood - $1,543,246.50
212.  Express Mart, Spartanburg - $1,543,012
213.  J K Mart, Columbia - $1,540,640
214.  J and S Food Mart #8, Columbia - $1,534,541.50
215.  Sav Way #8, Lake City - $1,525,228.50
216.  Ed’s GTs Express Mart, Greenville - $1,521,549
217.  3543 Dorchester Road, North Charleston - $1,520,488.50
218.  Jay Shree Umiya LLC, Georgetown - $1,520,195.50
219.  Dalzell Grocery, Dalzell - $1,517,830
220.  Refuel, Sumter - $1,512,038.50
221.  Peachtree Grocery, Myrtle Beach - $1,509,746.50
222.  Short Trip #17, Sumter - $1,507,470.50
223.  Orange, Walterboro - $1,506,831.50
224.  Shop N Go II, Beaufort - $1,504,404
225.  Racers Food Store, Aiken - $1,503,915.50
226.  Quick Corner, Sumter - $1,492,234.50
227.  Family Mart, Darlington - $1,490,419.50
228.  Carolina Express, North Charleston - $1,489,127
229.  Lee’s Convenience Store Plus, Rock Hill - $1,487,651
230.  SNJ Market, Myrtle Beach - $1,484,974.50
231.  Pamplico Junction, Florence - $1,483,454
232.  Vy Vy Mart, Chester - $1,480,943.50
233.  Four Way Food Mart, Sumter - $1,479,298.50
234.  Sunoco Food Mart, Simpsonville - $1,475,121
235.  Palm Pantry #33, West Columbia - $1,473,302.50
236.  Refuel #52, North Myrtle Beach - $1,472,979.50
237.  Caper House #2, Johnston - $1,471,411.50
238.  A & J Food Mart, Abbeville - $1,470,762
239.  Store #101, Mauldin - $1,467,311.50
240.  Palm Pantry #2, Aiken - $1,466,619
241.  Irmo Convenience Store, Columbia - $1,466,543
242.  Garden Spot, Greenville - $1,465,453.50
243.  Quick Way #1, Greenwood - $1,461,163
244.  Quick Stop #2, Lexington - $1,460,529.50
245.  ABC Sunoco, Marion - $1,458,248.50
246.  Ike’s Food Mart, Greenville - $1,457,690.50
247.  Quick Pantry #14, Ladson - $1,451,489
248.  Stop-A-Minit #23, Anderson - $1,451,436
249.  City Food Mart, Columbia - $1,450,098
250.  G Food Mart, Greenwood - $1,448,147.50
251.  Stop N Shop, Columbia - $1,448,066.50
252.  Xpressway, Mauldin - $1,443,785.50
253.  Palmetto Food, Saint Stephen - $1,431,801
254.  Discount Tobacco, Elgin - $1,428,468
255.  P A A of Beaufort LLC, Beaufort - $1,427,928
256.  PM Food Mart, Hartsville - $1,426,831.50
257.  Gate Petroleum Co #326, Fort Mill - $1,426,105
258.  Broad River Mart, Columbia - $1,422,546
259.  Forestbrook Grocery, Myrtle Beach - $1,421,543
260.  Refuel, Murrells Inlet - $1,420,231
261.  One World 2 SC LLC, Johnston - $1,410,315.50
262.  Sharpe Shoppe #208, Columbia - $1,408,983.50
263.  7UP Mini Mart, Columbia - $1,408,021
264.  Enmark Station #857, Hilton Head Island - $1,405,904.50
265.  V Go, Camden - $1,405,408
266.  City Food, Darlington - $1,403,167.50
267.  Country Corner, Newberry - $1,402,810.50
268.  Sam’s Food Mart, Columbia - $1,400,492.50
269.  Harry’s Quick Stop, Greenville - $1,398,859.50
270.  Power Trac #10, Anderson - $1,398,070.50
271.  Energy Market, Easley - $1,396,724.50
272.  Lady’s Island Shell, Beaufort - $1,396,171.50
273.  Orangeburg Quick Mart Inc, Orangeburg - $1,394,721
274.  Country Fast Mart, Murrells Inlet - $1,394,608.50
275.  DD’s Food Mart #4, Orangeburg - $1,393,003
276.  Vinayaka LLC, Myrtle Beach - $1,392,263.50
277.  Quick Food Mart, Orangeburg - $1,392,257
278.  Cruizers, Florence - $1,391,634.50
279.  Ed’s GTs Express Mart, Greenville - $1,391,139.50
280.  Speedy Express #2, Walterboro - $1,389,335.50
281.  Bluton Market, Bluton - $1,389,236.50
282.  Jack’s Conv. Store of Lancaster, Lancaster - $1,382,746.50
283.  Palm Pantry 7, Laurens - $1,382,182
284.  Refuel #53, Surfside Beach - $1,381,579.50
285.  Mahi Food Mart, Greenville - $1,380,024.50
286.  Sunoco Food Mart, Columbia - $1,378,255
287.  76 Express, Marion - $1,377,648
288.  Butch’s Foodmart LLC, Dillon - $1,375,156
289.  Quick Pantry #103, Aiken - $1,375,032
290.  Palmetto Express, Conway - $1,370,493.50
291.  Publix Super Markets #473, Hilton Head - $1,370,096
292.  G P Mart #2, Lexington - $1,369,385.50
293.  KC Express, Columbia - $1,369,316.50
294.  Palm Pantry #11, Barnwell - $1,366,034
295.  Tanners LLC, Sumter - $1,363,858.50
296.  Enmark Station #851, Bluton - $1,363,321
297.  Cuzs Corner, Winnsboro - $1,361,989.50
298.  Quick Pantry #102, Marion - $1,361,866.50
299.  GS Mini Mart, West Columbia - $1,359,362.50
300.  OM Food Mart, Roebuck - $1,359,005
301.  Lake City Mart, Lake City - $1,357,677.50
302.  High Hill Quickll, Darlington - $1,357,438
303.  Fatboy’s Convenience, Sumter - $1,356,604.50
304.  Maruti Food Mart, Hardeeville - $1,355,044
305.  Gopi LLC, North Charleston - $1,354,661.50
306.  The Market On Main, Harleyville - $1,354,112.50
307.  Paras Point, Taylors - $1,353,021
308.  Mozingo’s Grocery, Sumter - $1,351,987.50
309.  AM PM Food Mart Inc, Columbia - $1,347,352
310.  Mount Gallant Express, Rock Hill - $1,346,687
311.  Sumter Stop, Sumter - $1,346,680.50
312.  Hardeeville Maruti LLC, Hardeeville - $1,344,840.50
313.  Maruti Food Mart #2, Bluton - $1,341,827
314.  Janki Food Mart, Summerville - $1,341,683
315.  Sav A Ton Trucks Stop, Columbia - $1,339,784
316.  Palm Pantry #10, North - $1,338,793.50
317.  Brightmart Exxon, Anderson - $1,336,448.50
318.  Caper House #6, Camden - $1,334,497
319.  Coastal Petro, Myrtle Beach - $1,334,064.50
320.  Midway Grocery, Lancaster - $1,333,592.50
321.  Sharpe Shoppe  #1, Blythewood - $1,333,148.50
322.  Mo Conv. and Tobacco Store, Beech Island - $1,330,910.50
323.  Savway #24, Florence - $1,330,817
324.  Roger’s Food and Beverage, Pageland - $1,330,757.50
325.  Sav Way #18, Darlington - $1,328,482.50
326.  5th Avenue, Newberry - $1,327,920
327.  Raceway #6751, Spartanburg - $1,326,914
328.  Diya USA INC, Greenville - $1,326,241
329.  Express Mart, Myrtle Beach - $1,326,111.50
330.  The Forks, Lancaster - $1,325,177
331.  Quick Pantry #37, Orangeburg - $1,324,754.50
332.  90 Express, Conway - $1,322,012.50
333.  The Country Peddler, Newberry - $1,321,278
334.  Hari OM Mart, Rock Hill - $1,320,172
335.  Jimmy’s Citgo, West Columbia - $1,319,864.50
336.  Lowes Foods #233, Murrells Inlet - $1,319,508
337.  Sai Baba Ram LLC, Saint George - $1,317,388
338.  Tanner’s General Store, Hemingway - $1,317,286
339.  DCP Food Mart, Columbia - $1,312,569.50
340.  Cypress Mart, Moncks Corner - $1,309,225
341.  A1 Food Store, North Charleston - $1,307,808.50
342.  Mick’s Food Mart, Myrtle Beach - $1,307,617.50
343.  Xpress Travel Center, Orangeburg - $1,306,645
344.  Quick Stop, Columbia - $1,304,968.50
345.  Corner Stop #57, Laurens - $1,304,873
346.  Corner Gas, Moncks Corner - $1,302,342
347.  Pawleys Express, Pawleys Island - $1,302,231.50
348.  Best Stop #1, Columbia - $1,302,198
349.  SM Mart Georgetown, Georgetown - $1,301,432
350.  Amita Food Mart, Beaufort - $1,297,235.50
351.  Carolina Pantry #2, Summerton - $1,293,773
352.  Airport Stop & Shop, Aiken - $1,293,011
353.  Sky Mart #3, Charleston - $1,291,200.50
354.  Short Trip #3, Manning - $1,288,242
355.  Cruizers XIII, Florence - $1,287,874.50
356.  Everyday Spot, Moncks Corner - $1,285,264.50
357.  Shiv Mart, Columbia - $1,283,774
358.  Corner Stop #15, Spartanburg - $1,282,705.50
359.  VHS Inc, Greenwood - $1,282,561
360.  Pride Quick Stop LLC, York - $1,274,292.50
361.  Tobacco Shop, Walterboro - $1,269,566
362.  Springdale C, Rock Hill - $1,269,206.50
363.  Stop N Go, North Charleston - $1,267,608
364.  Ken Food Mart #1, Spartanburg - $1,264,904.50
365.  Hollywood Market, Hollywood - $1,264,779
366.  CM Foodmart, Santee - $1,263,689
367.  Fort Lawn Marathon, Fort Lawn - $1,258,886
368.  AM PM #2, Ridgeway - $1,254,255.50
369.  Sunset Point, Columbia - $1,252,553
370.  Kruzers XVIII, Florence - $1,252,479
371.  52 Station 3 Inc, Scranton - $1,251,850
372.  Caper House #5, Newberry - $1,251,441
373.  Publix Super Markets Inc #1645, Charleston - $1,250,879
374.  3 Way Food Mart #21, Aiken - $1,249,599.50
375.  Corner Cupboard #3, Bennettsville - $1,249,220.50
376.  Quick Pantry #2, Swansea - $1,249,116.50
377.  D & M Mart, Williston - $1,248,727.50
378.  Mike & Jack #3, Simpsonville - $1,248,300.50
379.  Good Service Mini Mart, Conway - $1,248,034.50
380.  Quick Way, Spartanburg - $1,247,336
381.  Xpress Zone #2, Columbia - $1,247,192
382.  Sam’s Mart, Quinby - $1,245,138
383.  Vitri Get N Go Food Mart, Lyman - $1,243,990.50
384.  Kruzers XIX, Florence - $1,243,080
385.  Quick Stop Exxon, Columbia - $1,242,846.50
386.  New Market, Central - $1,242,726
387.  Raceway #6746, West Columbia - $1,242,325.50
388.  Sunny Party Shop, Williston - $1,240,335.50
389.  Liam Frotan LLC, Belvedere - $1,236,903.50
390.  Murphy Express #8717, Myrtle Beach - $1,235,789.50
391.  Publix Super Markets #829, Columbia - $1,235,061
392.  Cruizers VII, Florence - $1,235,007.50
393.  Refuel, Mount Pleasant - $1,234,040.50
394.  Hot Spot #1103, Pawleys Island - $1,232,875.50
395.  Gate Petroleum Co #325, Camden - $1,231,307
396.  Food Lion #2691, Bluton - $1,231,278.50
397.  VGO #11, Greenville - $1,231,182.50
398.  DD’s Foodmart #11, Roebuck - $1,230,670.50
399.  Gaz-Bah #14, Orangeburg - $1,227,680
400.  Summerton Mart, Summerton - $1,224,444.50
401.  The Country Corner, Moncks Corner - $1,222,398
402.  Shop & Go, Sumter - $1,221,475
403.  Fuel 2 Go LLC, Conway - $1,221,339
404.  Dhilan LLC, Beaufort - $1,220,993
405.  V Go Mart, Anderson - $1,220,354.50
406.  One Stop Food Mart, Columbia - $1,219,742
407.  MC Cray’s Convenience Store, Rock Hill - $1,215,392.50
408.  EZ Trip #2, Santee - $1,213,533.50
409.  Jerry’s Mart, Piedmont - $1,213,113.50
410.  Best Stop, West Columbia - $1,210,770
411.  Red & White Grocery, North Charleston - $1,209,690.50
412.  Quickway #5, Abbeville - $1,207,715
413.  Three Leopards LLC, Bishopville - $1,206,391
414.  4 Way Corner, Denmark - $1,206,012.50
415.  Convenience Corner #1, Florence - $1,203,443.50
416.  Grab N Go Grocery & Gas, Myrtle Beach - $1,202,369
417.  Shell, Bishopville - $1,199,832
418.  Corner Pantry #129, Sumter - $1,198,240.50
419.  Quick Food Mart #2, Summerville - $1,197,886.50
420.  KP Xpress, Florence - $1,197,341
421.  Corner Stop, Moncks Corner - $1,196,254
422.  Tanner’s, Manning - $1,193,772.50
423.  Fox Corner, Hartsville - $1,191,351.50
424.  Super Mart, Timmonsville - $1,191,338
425.  Red And White Grocery, Cross - $1,189,096
426.  Daily Stop, Darlington - $1,187,951
427.  KK Mart, Jacksonboro - $1,187,270.50
428.  Cruizers #4, Florence - $1,186,827.50
429.  Get N Go, Gaston - $1,184,965
430.  Ganey Store, Ganey - $1,181,994.50
431.  Kangaroo Express #3837, Columbia - $1,180,710.50
432.  Publix Super Markets #1478, Pawleys Island - $1,179,452
433.  Auto Stop Food Mart, Ganey - $1,179,135
434.  BP Gas, Florence - $1,177,990
435.  Corner Stop #112, Rock Hill - $1,175,302
436.  Little Giant #5, Rock Hill - $1,174,082
437.  K Stop, West Columbia - $1,174,051
438.  B & M Market, North Charleston - $1,173,085
439.  Jay 2020 LLC, Andrews - $1,172,173
440.  Shiv Mart #2, Lugo - $1,170,652.50
441.  Super Stop, Easley - $1,168,859.50
442.  Energy Mart, Lexington - $1,168,833
443.  Tiger Mart #21, Dillon - $1,167,198
444.  Jumbo, Columbia - $1,166,546.50
445.  Saluda Discount Food and Bev., Rock Hill - $1,165,371
446.  Summerville Mart, Summerville - $1,163,838.50
447.  Bob Food Mart, Richburg - $1,163,746
448.  Corner Stop #1, Ganey - $1,163,463
449.  Ye Olde Grocery, Beech Island - $1,163,396.50
450.  SKS Foodmart LLC, Winnsboro - $1,162,663.50
451.  Crossroad II Exxon, Great Falls - $1,162,227.50
452.  K C Mart, Union - $1,162,201
453.  Little Giant #2, Rock Hill - $1,160,160
454.  Trade Street Mart, Pamplico - $1,160,069
455.  Cricket Express, Moncks Corner - $1,154,969.50
456.  VGO #2, Greenville - $1,151,061
457.  Elliot’s Exxon, Rock Hill - $1,150,288.50
458.  Carolina Pantry #8, Manning - $1,149,673.50
459.  Oakland Grocery, Florence - $1,148,281.50
460.  Exxon, Andrews - $1,146,629.50
461.  Sunny’s Tobacco & Beer, Sumter - $1,146,321.50
462.  Bell’s Marina, Eutawville - $1,144,926.50
463.  ED’s GT Express Mart, Greenville - $1,143,011.50
464.  Texaco Food Mart, Spartanburg - $1,142,950
465.  52 Store Inc, Greeleyville - $1,139,377
466.  365 C Store LLC, Clover - $1,137,354.50
467.  Scotchman #3124, Murrells Inlet - $1,136,117
468.  Speedy Mart, Easley - $1,134,902.50
469.  Crazy Jax Sunoco, Ridgeland - $1,134,593.50
470.  Stop N Go, Walterboro - $1,134,331.50
471.  Bennettsville Quick Stop, Bennettsville - $1,134,163.50
472.  Stop N Go 2, Greenville - $1,133,854.50
473.  One Smart Stop Inc, Rock Hill - $1,131,767.50
474.  Nanba LLC, Bennettsville - $1,131,024
475.  Stop N Go #3, Greenville - $1,129,369.50
476.  S Mart #56, Lexington - $1,128,800
477.  Aladdin Food & Grill, North Charleston - $1,126,963.50
478.  Palm Pantry #5, Anderson - $1,126,344.50
479.  JR’S Gas & Grocery LLC, Ridgeville - $1,125,792
480.  Kwik Food Store, Greer - $1,125,701.50
481.  Food Lion #1698, Beaufort - $1,124,187
482.  Caper House #1, Saluda - $1,123,992.50
483.  Stop N Shop, Florence - $1,121,409.50
484.  EZ Shop, Darlington - $1,119,497.50
485.  Power Trac #8, Greenville - $1,118,334.50
486.  MJM, Lake City - $1,118,182
487.  Easy Spot, Columbia - $1,116,805.50
488.  Blue Water Conv. Store #20, Mt. Pleasant - $1,114,798.50
489.  S & S Food Mart, Lancaster - $1,114,708
490.  Sprint Food Stores Inc #727, Dillon - $1,114,533
491.  Corner Store #1, Ganey - $1,113,502
492.  Quickway #3, Newberry - $1,112,029
493.  On The Go  #1 LLC, Engham - $1,111,065
494.  Yogi Mini Mart #2, Hartsville - $1,110,880
495.  Kangaroo Express #3239, Camden - $1,109,533.50
496.  Mit Food Mart, Simpsonville - $1,108,874
497.  Publix Super Market #1145, Johns Island - $1,108,502
498.  Quick Shop Discount, Georgetown - $1,108,452.50
499.  Petro Plus, Ganey - $1,108,140.50
500.  Snappy Food, Yemassee - $1,108,031
501.  A&P Coastal Mart, Sumter - $1,105,882.50
502.  Jay Gajanand LLC, Hardeeville - $1,105,231
503.  BNJ LLC, Fort Mill - $1,103,254.50
504.  Store #105, Laurens - $1,102,554
505.  Quick Pantry #20, Abbeville - $1,101,545
506.  Lesslie Food Inc, Rock Hill - $1,101,198.50
507.  Sav Way #28, Florence - $1,099,868
508.  Quick Mart, Columbia - $1,097,945
509.  Murphy Express #8552, North Charleston - $1,093,201
510.  Royal Food Store #7, Greenwood - $1,092,987.50
511.  Enmark Station #848, Hilton Head Island - $1,085,387.50
512.  Shiv Mart IV, Chapin - $1,083,273.50
513.  Herlong Express, Rock Hill - $1,083,089.50
514.  Gate Petroleum Co #301, Sumter - $1,082,424.50
515.  Ken’s Corner #2, Florence - $1,082,424
516.  Kwik Food Store #2, Greenville - $1,081,036.50
517.  Texaco Express, McConnells - $1,080,524.50
518.  Tire & Oil Company Inc, Saluda - $1,078,221
519.  OHM Food Mart, Inman - $1,078,155.50
520.  321 Food Mart, West Columbia - $1,077,458
521.  Central Market, Summerville - $1,076,851.50
522.  Dorchester Express, North Charleston - $1,076,759
523.  Ganesh Petroleum LLC, Ridgeland - $1,075,088
524.  Corner Pantry #126, Columbia - $1,073,679
525.  First Stop, Vance - $1,073,629
526.  Sambo’s Grocery, Bishopville - $1,073,185
527.  4 Way Fuel, Conway - $1,068,425.50
528.  Twin Lakes Mart, Trenton - $1,067,799
529.  Adam’s Grocery, Rock Hill - $1,066,294
530.  Handee Mart, Fountain Inn - $1,065,827
531.  Sunoco, Walterboro - $1,064,518
532.  Kangaroo Express #3286, Greenville - $1,064,393.50
533.  Town and Country, Sumter - $1,063,597
534.  MD Food Mart, Anderson - $1,063,534.50
535.  QuickPantry #4, Cordova - $1,062,864.50
536.  Sharpe Shoppe #2, Blythewood - $1,062,280
537.  Jiya Mansi LLC, Lancaster - $1,061,676.50
538.  MJ Mart, Fort Mill - $1,060,790
539.  Beer & Tobacco Outlet, Columbia - $1,060,514.50
540.  Speedy Express, Walterboro - $1,057,155.50
541.  KC Mart #8, Boiling Springs - $1,055,518
542.  Publix Super Markets #1266, Summerville - $1,054,783.50
543.  Darsh LLC, Greenwood - $1,053,569.50
544.  Fast Stop, Newberry - $1,051,547
545.  Aashray LLC, Andrews - $1,051,434.50
546.  Shop & Go, Camden - $1,050,434
547.  Tiger Mart #17, Little River - $1,049,328
548.  Fuel Zone, Ravenel - $1,048,591.50
549.  Country Store, Fort Mill - $1,047,161
550.  Quick Pantry #39, Gaston - $1,046,821.50
551.  Curgin’s Corner, Graniteville - $1,046,806
552.  Ken Food Mart #2, Spartanburg - $1,044,644.50
553.  Hare Pritam 2018 Inc, Lyman - $1,042,864
554.  Rania Mart LLC, North Charleston - $1,041,551.50
555.  Quick Stop, Batesburg - $1,039,942
556.  Bap’s Irmo LLC, Irmo - $1,039,240.50
557.  Money Saver, Georgetown - $1,039,031
558.  Petro Pointe #2, Moore - $1,038,606
559.  Publix Super Markets #845, Bluton - $1,037,860
560.  Towne Centre Market, Mount Pleasant - $1,037,712.50
561.  One Stop, Allendale - $1,036,302.50
562.  Oasis One Stop, Summerville - $1,036,210.50
563.  Mini Mart, Florence - $1,036,046
564.  CK Mart #11, Columbia - $1,035,316.50
565.  Quick & Easy, Barnwell - $1,033,916
566.  Shiv Food Mart, Columbia - $1,033,436
567.  Smith Grocery, Mullins - $1,033,357
568.  Gray Court Party Shop, Gray Court - $1,032,690.50
569.  Circle K #2723381, Sumter - $1,031,801.50
570.  Hot Spot #2011, Spartanburg - $1,031,686
571.  Speedy Mart, Easley - $1,031,383.50
572.  Sharpe Shoppe #4, Blythewood - $1,030,810.50
573.  Quick Stop, Clover - $1,030,411.50
574.  Shri Hari One LLC, Sumter - $1,030,030
575.  Stopngo Express, Walterboro - $1,029,530
576.  Beer and Tobacco Outlet, Summerville - $1,029,507
577.  TJ Xpress #101, Newberry - $1,028,271.50
578.  Express Lotto #2, West Columbia - $1,027,047
579.  Publix Super Markets Inc #1205, Bluton - $1,026,713
580.  Price Shell, Aiken - $1,026,511
581.  Kangaroo Express #3969, Fort Mill - $1,026,160
582.  Harry’s #2, Wagener - $1,025,643.50
583.  Keisler, Lexington - $1,024,884.50
584.  Shree Hari BL LLC, Hartsville - $1,024,396.50
585.  Chief Liquor, Bishopville - $1,022,917
586.  Stop & Save Foodmart, Aiken - $1,022,698.50
587.  Busy Corner #4, Walterboro - $1,022,319.50
588.  Sawyer’s Convenience Store, Marion - $1,021,470.50
589.  Corner Cupboard #8, Society Hill - $1,021,045.50
590.  Busy Corner #2, Summerville - $1,019,550
591.  BP Station, Greenville - $1,018,628.50
592.  Cheapway, Columbia - $1,018,429.50
593.  Corner Stop #10, Blackville - $1,016,077.50
594.  Murphy USA #7470, Union - $1,015,439.50
595.  Get N Go, Chapin - $1,015,347.50
596.  Laurens Handee Mart, Laurens - $1,015,186.50
597.  Leela Food Store, Piedmont - $1,015,110
598.  Fast Fuel #9, Williamston - $1,014,029.50
599.  Quick Point, Anderson - $1,013,957.50
600.  Power Trac #9, Anderson - $1,013,795
601.  Blue Ridge Produce, Pickens - $1,013,147
602.  Sai Mart, Lexington - $1,011,611
603.  Scotchman #3123, Myrtle Beach - $1,011,340.50
604.  BBB Corner, Barnwell - $1,010,289
605.  VP Racing Fuels, Moncks Corner - $1,008,334
606.  Paras LLC, Columbia - $1,007,999.50
607.  Lucky Sport #179, Florence - $1,007,884.50
608.  Fast C Express, Mullins - $1,007,200.50
609.  Phat Dat LLC, Manning - $1,005,948.50
610.  Refuel, Goose Creek - $1,005,825.50
611.  A & P Foodmart #2, Columbia - $1,005,544.50
612.  Community Market, North Charleston - $1,004,995
613.  KC Mart #9, Greer - $1,004,866
614.  Stop N Go, Cordova - $1,003,271.50
615.  Raceway, Florence - $1,003,265
616.  Handee Mart #4, Travelers Rest - $1,001,597
617.  Hwy 101 Citgo, Woodru - $1,000,863.50




#7 - Quick Pantry #16 in Greenwood
Jack & Tabitha
#375 - Corner Cupboard #3 in Bennettsville
Mickayla, Tara & Deep
#471 - Bennettsville Quick Stop in Bennettsville
Sam
#392 - Cruizers VII in Florence
Angel & Mittal




#334 - Hari OM Mart in Rock Hill
Raj & Renew
1.  Big Ts, Goose Creek - $6,617,167.50
2.  Devikinc, Sumter - $5,066,289
3.  Sky Mart, Charleston - $4,497,601.50
4.  Harry’s, Columbia - $3,890,425
5.  Krishna of Summerville Inc, Summerville - $3,789,280.50
6.  3 Way Food Mart #5, Aiken - $3,546,718.00
7.  Quick Pantry #16, Greenwood - $3,494,242
8.  V GO #21, Charleston - $3,434,454.50
9.  Shiv Mart III, Columbia - $3,219,258
10.  Garden Spot #4, Taylors - $3,198,580.50
11.  Jimmy’s Mart, Columbia - $3,177,289
12.  Discount Store, North Charleston - $3,000,595
13.  Quick Store #3, Orangeburg - $2,955,353.50
14.  S M Mart, Lugo - $2,945,590.50
15.  Quick Serve, Lexington - $2,924,815.50
16.  Fuel Express, North Charleston - $2,891,962
17.  Quikies, Greenwood - $2,874,516
18.  QuickPantry #5, Orangeburg - $2,829,256.50
19.  Shiv Food Mart #3, Sumter - $2,799,169.50
20.  Savers #1, Dillon - $2,758,756.50
21.  Green Pantry, North Charleston - $2,723,752.50
22.  AMPM Food Mart #4, Columbia - $2,687,540.50
23.  Charlie’s Grocery, Charleston - $2,682,563
24.  Mo Convenience and Tobacco Store, Aiken - $2,676,446
25.  Miller’s Store, Fort Mill - $2,667,243.50
26.  Palm Pantry #1, Bamberg - $2,644,396
27.  V Go Food Mart, Holly Hill - $2,644,288
28.  Betty’s Quick Stop, Hemingway - $2,626,748
29.  Sam’s Corner, Spartanburg - $2,601,919.50
30.  Vgo #16, Charleston - $2,598,163.50
31.  Veerraja LLC, Charleston - $2,579,421
32.  Scotchman, Georgetown - $2,535,579.50
33.  Corner Stop, Columbia - $2,441,999.50
34.  Mini Mart, York - $2,430,704
35.  Raceway #936, North Charleston - $2,394,751
36.  Value Spot #4415, Simpsonville - $2,386,800
37.  Sunoco Quick Mart, Greenville - $2,372,347
38.  Big T’s #2, Charleston - $2,369,645
39.  Georgetown Citgo, Georgetown - $2,368,676.50
40.  Road Runner, Hollywood - $2,356,291.50
41.  Party World, Manning - $2,355,743.50
42.  Kwik Stop Foods, Charleston - $2,352,466.50
43.  Shree Jay Ambe LLC, North Charleston - $2,335,978.50
44.  Tiger Express #19, Saint Helena Island - $2,334,390
45.  Quick Lotto #7, Orangeburg - $2,322,909
46.  BP Ridgeland, Ridgeland - $2,319,035.50
47.  Short Stop, Orangeburg - $2,316,206
48.  Breakers #179, Florence - $2,316,036
49.  Gas N Go, North Charleston - $2,294,080
50.  Exxon, Georgetown - $2,288,913.50
51.  A One Express, Columbia - $2,285,421.50
52.  Sam’s Quick Mart, Kingstree - $2,267,414
53.  St Andrews C Mart, Columbia - $2,259,731
54.  Irmo Mini Mart, Irmo - $2,242,191.50
55.  Corner Stop #118, Sumter - $2,234,349.50
56.  Amoco Food Mart, Lake City - $2,226,612.50
57.  Durant Grocery, North Charleston - $2,221,088.50
58.  3 Way Food Mart #3, Estill - $2,202,437
59.  Corner Stop #106, Conway - $2,190,835
60.  OMKS LLC, Myrtle Beach - $2,179,191.50
61.  Ken’s Corner, Florence - $2,166,049.50
62.  Sav Way, Kingstree - $2,165,004
63.  Shop And Go, Beaufort - $2,163,106.50
64.  Situ LLC, Darlington - $2,158,866
65.  SKS Mart Inc, Columbia - $2,155,052
66.  Discount Mart, Rock Hill - $2,136,536.50
67.  Quick Store #6, Summerville - $2,128,661
68.  Kwik Mart, Sumter - $2,115,402
69.  1st Stop, Hartsville - $2,107,576
70.  River Country Store, Santee - $2,098,314
71.  Kwik Fill, Hanahan - $2,092,060.50
72.  4 Way Stop, Orangeburg - $2,085,032.50
73.  Quick Store #1, Orangeburg - $2,081,958
74.  Quick Shop, Marion - $2,079,225.50
75.  Fast Point, McCormick - $2,076,721.50
76.  Quick Pantry #35, Orangeburg - $2,075,854
77.  Abhi Enterprises, Florence - $2,071,801.50
78.  S & J Mart, Boiling Springs - $2,061,221.50
79.  JN’s Express Mart, Greenville - $2,060,814
80. Xpress Fuel, Greer - $2,049,095.50
81.  A&D Food Mart, Ganey - $2,045,013
82.  Sunhouse #3, Beaufort - $2,042,211
83.  Shree Food Mart, McClellanville - $2,032,242
84.  DD’S Food Mart #3, Union - $2,031,939.50
85.  Ski LLC, Goose Creek - $2,030,258
86.  Short Trip #12, Orangeburg - $2,023,823.50
87.  Short Trip #24, Ladson - $2,023,240
88.  Bob’s Food & Fuel, Lexington - $2,021,846
89.  Bell’s, Greenville - $2,011,502.50
90.  Edisto Pantry & Deli, Orangeburg - $2,008,965
91.  Raceway #6747, West Columbia - $2,004,297.50
92.  Sonny’s Citgo, Summerville - $1,988,549
93.  Inman Fast Stop, Inman - $1,983,620
94.  Pantry Plus, Columbia - $1,970,051.50
95.  Amoco Food Shop, Beaufort - $1,944,016.50
96.  Edisto Pantry, Orangeburg - $1,940,139.50
97.  Devi Food Mart LLC, Hampton - $1,931,849
98.  Quick Pantry #6, Orangeburg - $1,928,351.50
99.  Coastal Savers, Myrtle Beach - $1,922,040.50
100.  Ken’s Corner #3, Florence - $1,912,581
101.  Corner Cupboard #7, Cheraw - $1,909,247
102.  Quick Pantry, Saint Matthews - $1,902,282
103.  Murphy #8663, Garden City - $1,889,876.50
104.  Quick Pantry #9, North Charleston - $1,882,751
105.  Kash, Simpsonville - $1,878,350
106.  Quick Pantry #21, Orangeburg - $1,877,519
107.  Spring Valley Convenience Store, Columbia - $1,872,806
108.  MR Express LLC, Rock Hill - $1,870,290
109.  Quick Corner #2, Sumter - $1,861,870.50
110.  Corner Cupboard #4, Bennettsville - $1,860,379
111.  Arav SC Business LLC, Hilton Head - $1,859,062
112.  Express Lotto, Columbia - $1,856,289.50
113.  Umapati LLC, Moncks Corner - $1,853,353.50
114.  Eagle Express, Columbia - $1,839,624
115.  Southeast BP, Columbia - $1,835,797
116.  Simba Express #1, Columbia - $1,834,195
117.  52 Station, Moncks Corner - $1,832,706.50
118.  Zone Mart, North Charleston - $1,827,804
119.  Oxford Convenience Store, Beaufort - $1,815,203.50
120.  Quick Store, Orangeburg - $1,809,323
121.  4 Way of Elloree, Elloree - $1,799,283
122.  Kwik Mart, Ladson - $1,798,813.50
123.  Aum Sai, Eutawville - $1,797,867.50
124.  Short Stop, Ridgeland - $1,792,301.50
125.  J & S Food Mart IV, Columbia - $1,792,144
126.  Smart Stop, West Columbia - $1,785,066.50
127.  Fast Break, Manning - $1,784,095
128.  Midway One Stop, Eastover - $1,783,210.50
129.  White Pond Food N Beverage, Elgin - $1,779,761
130.  Busy Corner #3, Summerville - $1,773,101
131.  North Guignard Sunoco, Sumter - $1,771,563
132.  Yamuna Foodmart, Ridgeland - $1,769,255.50
133.  Corner Cupboard, Cheraw - $1,768,264
134.  Trask Shell Food Mart, Beaufort - $1,767,686
135.  Quick Pantry #3, Bowman - $1,759,938.50
136.  West Main Discount, Rock Hill - $1,759,187.50
137.  Busy Corner, Lake City - $1,755,479
138.  Yana Food Mart, Florence - $1,753,819.50
139.  Express Pantry, Columbia - $1,752,203.50
140.  US Mini Mart, Darlington - $1,749,505.50
141.  Ashley Mobile, North Charleston - $1,748,325
142.  Fuel Express, Sumter - $1,745,880
143.  Quick Pantry #42, Batesburg - $1,741,885.50
144.  Fuel Express, Moncks Corner - $1,734,461
145.  Quick Pantry #8, Santee - $1,733,987
146.  Publix Super Markets #824, North Charleston - $1,727,423
147.  Expressway #25, Anderson - $1,725,592
148.  Quick Stop #102, Latta - $1,724,711
149.  Carolina Pantry #2, Columbia - $1,723,475.50
150.  Phoenix Mart #72, Little River - $1,722,631.50
151.  Scott’s Food Store Heckle, Rock Hill - $1,694,241.50
152.  C K Mart #8, Columbia - $1,694,081.50
153.  Aviation Exxon, North Charleston - $1,691,239
154.  M & E Food Mart Inc, Rock Hill - $1,690,301
155.  Santee Landing, Santee - $1,690,080
156.  Community Mart, Columbia - $1,688,501.50
157.  Sai Mart, Spartanburg - $1,688,348
158.  Dusty Bend Discount Beverage, Camden - $1,681,694
159.  OM Mart, Eastover - $1,681,151.50
160.  MP Mart, Winnsboro - $1,679,878.50
161.  K & T Express LLC, York - $1,679,571.50
162.  209 Wilson Inc, Kingstree - $1,677,989.50
163.  OM Express Inc, North Charleston - $1,669,821
164.  Stop N Shop, Lexington - $1,661,129
165.  Maxwell Food Mart, Greenwood - $1,660,632
166.  Little River Food Mart, Little River - $1,660,501
167.  Quick Pantry #27, Greenwood - $1,656,459
168.  Sonny’s #4, Ladson - $1,650,641.50
169.  West End, Greenville - $1,638,630
170.  3 Way Food Mart #4, Johnston - $1,631,962
171.  Caper House #3, Saluda - $1,630,991
172.  EZ Trip #1, Aiken - $1,628,695
173.  Rainbow Mart, Goose Creek - $1,621,654.50
174.  Quick Stop, Ravenel - $1,617,218.50
175.  Publix Super Markets #1081, Mt. Pleasant - $1,616,068.50
176.  Raceway #846, West Columbia - $1,615,164.50
177.  Sav Mart #3, Florence - $1,613,248.50
178.  Alhanik LLC, Columbia - $1,611,718.50
179.  Leesburg Convenience Sales, Columbia - $1,608,507
180.  C Mart, Florence - $1,603,220
181.  Shiv Food Mart, Columbia - $1,603,096.50
182.  S M  Food Mart, Richburg - $1,601,265.50
183.  Timmonsville Mini Mart, Timmonsville - $1,594,636.50
184.  Dev’s Liquor Store, Johns Island - $1,593,277
185.  Short Trip #101, Manning - $1,591,586.50
186.  7 Days C Store, Walterboro - $1,591,109
187.  Sunoco, Sumter - $1,589,817
188.  Sunoco, Summerville - $1,585,844
189.  Eagle Express, West Columbia - $1,584,860.50
190.  Mega Stop, Lexington - $1,583,382.50
191.  Dorchester Mart, North Charleston - $1,578,545
192.  Dixon Shopping Plaza, Sumter - $1,578,464
193.  Minute Man Market, Manning - $1,576,069.50
194.  Jaibhavani Wildwood, Moncks Corner - $1,573,313
195.  Tiger Mart #16, North Myrtle Beach - $1,570,418
196.  Raceway #6753, Spartanburg - $1,568,876
197.  Two Notch Mart, Columbia - $1,567,909
198.  Murphy Express #8538, Columbia - $1,566,283.50
199.  Stop N Go, West Columbia - $1,565,624.50
200.  Harry’s Quick Stop, Greenville - $1,564,246.50
201.  Elloree Truck Stop, Elloree - $1,562,080
202.  JPS Corner Stop Inc, Ganey - $1,561,274
203.  One Stop of Columbia LLC, Columbia - $1,560,321.50
204.  Quick C Food Mart, Chester - $1,558,247
205.  B K World, Anderson - $1,553,328
206.  Quick Pantry #51, Orangeburg - $1,552,914
207.  Shell Food Mart, Beaufort - $1,551,265.50
208.  Lucky #7, Lugo - $1,549,530
209.  Main Street Express LLC, Conway - $1,549,493
210.  Yesha Tirth LLC, Manning - $1,543,928
211.  Royal #8, Greenwood - $1,543,246.50
212.  Express Mart, Spartanburg - $1,543,012
213.  J K Mart, Columbia - $1,540,640
214.  J and S Food Mart #8, Columbia - $1,534,541.50
215.  Sav Way #8, Lake City - $1,525,228.50
216.  Ed’s GTs Express Mart, Greenville - $1,521,549
217.  3543 Dorchester Road, North Charleston - $1,520,488.50
218.  Jay Shree Umiya LLC, Georgetown - $1,520,195.50
219.  Dalzell Grocery, Dalzell - $1,517,830
220.  Refuel, Sumter - $1,512,038.50
221.  Peachtree Grocery, Myrtle Beach - $1,509,746.50
222.  Short Trip #17, Sumter - $1,507,470.50
223.  Orange, Walterboro - $1,506,831.50
224.  Shop N Go II, Beaufort - $1,504,404
225.  Racers Food Store, Aiken - $1,503,915.50
226.  Quick Corner, Sumter - $1,492,234.50
227.  Family Mart, Darlington - $1,490,419.50
228.  Carolina Express, North Charleston - $1,489,127
229.  Lee’s Convenience Store Plus, Rock Hill - $1,487,651
230.  SNJ Market, Myrtle Beach - $1,484,974.50
231.  Pamplico Junction, Florence - $1,483,454
232.  Vy Vy Mart, Chester - $1,480,943.50
233.  Four Way Food Mart, Sumter - $1,479,298.50
234.  Sunoco Food Mart, Simpsonville - $1,475,121
235.  Palm Pantry #33, West Columbia - $1,473,302.50
236.  Refuel #52, North Myrtle Beach - $1,472,979.50
237.  Caper House #2, Johnston - $1,471,411.50
238.  A & J Food Mart, Abbeville - $1,470,762
239.  Store #101, Mauldin - $1,467,311.50
240.  Palm Pantry #2, Aiken - $1,466,619
241.  Irmo Convenience Store, Columbia - $1,466,543
242.  Garden Spot, Greenville - $1,465,453.50
243.  Quick Way #1, Greenwood - $1,461,163
244.  Quick Stop #2, Lexington - $1,460,529.50
245.  ABC Sunoco, Marion - $1,458,248.50
246.  Ike’s Food Mart, Greenville - $1,457,690.50
247.  Quick Pantry #14, Ladson - $1,451,489
248.  Stop-A-Minit #23, Anderson - $1,451,436
249.  City Food Mart, Columbia - $1,450,098
250.  G Food Mart, Greenwood - $1,448,147.50
251.  Stop N Shop, Columbia - $1,448,066.50
252.  Xpressway, Mauldin - $1,443,785.50
253.  Palmetto Food, Saint Stephen - $1,431,801
254.  Discount Tobacco, Elgin - $1,428,468
255.  P A A of Beaufort LLC, Beaufort - $1,427,928
256.  PM Food Mart, Hartsville - $1,426,831.50
257.  Gate Petroleum Co #326, Fort Mill - $1,426,105
258.  Broad River Mart, Columbia - $1,422,546
259.  Forestbrook Grocery, Myrtle Beach - $1,421,543
260.  Refuel, Murrells Inlet - $1,420,231
261.  One World 2 SC LLC, Johnston - $1,410,315.50
262.  Sharpe Shoppe #208, Columbia - $1,408,983.50
263.  7UP Mini Mart, Columbia - $1,408,021
264.  Enmark Station #857, Hilton Head Island - $1,405,904.50
265.  V Go, Camden - $1,405,408
266.  City Food, Darlington - $1,403,167.50
267.  Country Corner, Newberry - $1,402,810.50
268.  Sam’s Food Mart, Columbia - $1,400,492.50
269.  Harry’s Quick Stop, Greenville - $1,398,859.50
270.  Power Trac #10, Anderson - $1,398,070.50
271.  Energy Market, Easley - $1,396,724.50
272.  Lady’s Island Shell, Beaufort - $1,396,171.50
273.  Orangeburg Quick Mart Inc, Orangeburg - $1,394,721
274.  Country Fast Mart, Murrells Inlet - $1,394,608.50
275.  DD’s Food Mart #4, Orangeburg - $1,393,003
276.  Vinayaka LLC, Myrtle Beach - $1,392,263.50
277.  Quick Food Mart, Orangeburg - $1,392,257
278.  Cruizers, Florence - $1,391,634.50
279.  Ed’s GTs Express Mart, Greenville - $1,391,139.50
280.  Speedy Express #2, Walterboro - $1,389,335.50
281.  Bluton Market, Bluton - $1,389,236.50
282.  Jack’s Conv. Store of Lancaster, Lancaster - $1,382,746.50
283.  Palm Pantry 7, Laurens - $1,382,182
284.  Refuel #53, Surfside Beach - $1,381,579.50
285.  Mahi Food Mart, Greenville - $1,380,024.50
286.  Sunoco Food Mart, Columbia - $1,378,255
287.  76 Express, Marion - $1,377,648
288.  Butch’s Foodmart LLC, Dillon - $1,375,156
289.  Quick Pantry #103, Aiken - $1,375,032
290.  Palmetto Express, Conway - $1,370,493.50
291.  Publix Super Markets #473, Hilton Head - $1,370,096
292.  G P Mart #2, Lexington - $1,369,385.50
293.  KC Express, Columbia - $1,369,316.50
294.  Palm Pantry #11, Barnwell - $1,366,034
295.  Tanners LLC, Sumter - $1,363,858.50
296.  Enmark Station #851, Bluton - $1,363,321
297.  Cuzs Corner, Winnsboro - $1,361,989.50
298.  Quick Pantry #102, Marion - $1,361,866.50
299.  GS Mini Mart, West Columbia - $1,359,362.50
300.  OM Food Mart, Roebuck - $1,359,005
301.  Lake City Mart, Lake City - $1,357,677.50
302.  High Hill Quickll, Darlington - $1,357,438
303.  Fatboy’s Convenience, Sumter - $1,356,604.50
304.  Maruti Food Mart, Hardeeville - $1,355,044
305.  Gopi LLC, North Charleston - $1,354,661.50
306.  The Market On Main, Harleyville - $1,354,112.50
307.  Paras Point, Taylors - $1,353,021
308.  Mozingo’s Grocery, Sumter - $1,351,987.50
309.  AM PM Food Mart Inc, Columbia - $1,347,352
310.  Mount Gallant Express, Rock Hill - $1,346,687
311.  Sumter Stop, Sumter - $1,346,680.50
312.  Hardeeville Maruti LLC, Hardeeville - $1,344,840.50
313.  Maruti Food Mart #2, Bluton - $1,341,827
314.  Janki Food Mart, Summerville - $1,341,683
315.  Sav A Ton Trucks Stop, Columbia - $1,339,784
316.  Palm Pantry #10, North - $1,338,793.50
317.  Brightmart Exxon, Anderson - $1,336,448.50
318.  Caper House #6, Camden - $1,334,497
319.  Coastal Petro, Myrtle Beach - $1,334,064.50
320.  Midway Grocery, Lancaster - $1,333,592.50
321.  Sharpe Shoppe  #1, Blythewood - $1,333,148.50
322.  Mo Conv. and Tobacco Store, Beech Island - $1,330,910.50
323.  Savway #24, Florence - $1,330,817
324.  Roger’s Food and Beverage, Pageland - $1,330,757.50
325.  Sav Way #18, Darlington - $1,328,482.50
326.  5th Avenue, Newberry - $1,327,920
327.  Raceway #6751, Spartanburg - $1,326,914
328.  Diya USA INC, Greenville - $1,326,241
329.  Express Mart, Myrtle Beach - $1,326,111.50
330.  The Forks, Lancaster - $1,325,177
331.  Quick Pantry #37, Orangeburg - $1,324,754.50
332.  90 Express, Conway - $1,322,012.50
333.  The Country Peddler, Newberry - $1,321,278
334.  Hari OM Mart, Rock Hill - $1,320,172
335.  Jimmy’s Citgo, West Columbia - $1,319,864.50
336.  Lowes Foods #233, Murrells Inlet - $1,319,508
337.  Sai Baba Ram LLC, Saint George - $1,317,388
338.  Tanner’s General Store, Hemingway - $1,317,286
339.  DCP Food Mart, Columbia - $1,312,569.50
340.  Cypress Mart, Moncks Corner - $1,309,225
341.  A1 Food Store, North Charleston - $1,307,808.50
342.  Mick’s Food Mart, Myrtle Beach - $1,307,617.50
343.  Xpress Travel Center, Orangeburg - $1,306,645
344.  Quick Stop, Columbia - $1,304,968.50
345.  Corner Stop #57, Laurens - $1,304,873
346.  Corner Gas, Moncks Corner - $1,302,342
347.  Pawleys Express, Pawleys Island - $1,302,231.50
348.  Best Stop #1, Columbia - $1,302,198
349.  SM Mart Georgetown, Georgetown - $1,301,432
350.  Amita Food Mart, Beaufort - $1,297,235.50
351.  Carolina Pantry #2, Summerton - $1,293,773
352.  Airport Stop & Shop, Aiken - $1,293,011
353.  Sky Mart #3, Charleston - $1,291,200.50
354.  Short Trip #3, Manning - $1,288,242
355.  Cruizers XIII, Florence - $1,287,874.50
356.  Everyday Spot, Moncks Corner - $1,285,264.50
357.  Shiv Mart, Columbia - $1,283,774
358.  Corner Stop #15, Spartanburg - $1,282,705.50
359.  VHS Inc, Greenwood - $1,282,561
360.  Pride Quick Stop LLC, York - $1,274,292.50
361.  Tobacco Shop, Walterboro - $1,269,566
362.  Springdale C, Rock Hill - $1,269,206.50
363.  Stop N Go, North Charleston - $1,267,608
364.  Ken Food Mart #1, Spartanburg - $1,264,904.50
365.  Hollywood Market, Hollywood - $1,264,779
366.  CM Foodmart, Santee - $1,263,689
367.  Fort Lawn Marathon, Fort Lawn - $1,258,886
368.  AM PM #2, Ridgeway - $1,254,255.50
369.  Sunset Point, Columbia - $1,252,553
370.  Kruzers XVIII, Florence - $1,252,479
371.  52 Station 3 Inc, Scranton - $1,251,850
372.  Caper House #5, Newberry - $1,251,441
373.  Publix Super Markets Inc #1645, Charleston - $1,250,879
374.  3 Way Food Mart #21, Aiken - $1,249,599.50
375.  Corner Cupboard #3, Bennettsville - $1,249,220.50
376.  Quick Pantry #2, Swansea - $1,249,116.50
377.  D & M Mart, Williston - $1,248,727.50
378.  Mike & Jack #3, Simpsonville - $1,248,300.50
379.  Good Service Mini Mart, Conway - $1,248,034.50
380.  Quick Way, Spartanburg - $1,247,336
381.  Xpress Zone #2, Columbia - $1,247,192
382.  Sam’s Mart, Quinby - $1,245,138
383.  Vitri Get N Go Food Mart, Lyman - $1,243,990.50
384.  Kruzers XIX, Florence - $1,243,080
385.  Quick Stop Exxon, Columbia - $1,242,846.50
386.  New Market, Central - $1,242,726
387.  Raceway #6746, West Columbia - $1,242,325.50
388.  Sunny Party Shop, Williston - $1,240,335.50
389.  Liam Frotan LLC, Belvedere - $1,236,903.50
390.  Murphy Express #8717, Myrtle Beach - $1,235,789.50
391.  Publix Super Markets #829, Columbia - $1,235,061
392.  Cruizers VII, Florence - $1,235,007.50
393.  Refuel, Mount Pleasant - $1,234,040.50
394.  Hot Spot #1103, Pawleys Island - $1,232,875.50
395.  Gate Petroleum Co #325, Camden - $1,231,307
396.  Food Lion #2691, Bluton - $1,231,278.50
397.  VGO #11, Greenville - $1,231,182.50
398.  DD’s Foodmart #11, Roebuck - $1,230,670.50
399.  Gaz-Bah #14, Orangeburg - $1,227,680
400.  Summerton Mart, Summerton - $1,224,444.50
401.  The Country Corner, Moncks Corner - $1,222,398
402.  Shop & Go, Sumter - $1,221,475
403.  Fuel 2 Go LLC, Conway - $1,221,339
404.  Dhilan LLC, Beaufort - $1,220,993
405.  V Go Mart, Anderson - $1,220,354.50
406.  One Stop Food Mart, Columbia - $1,219,742
407.  MC Cray’s Convenience Store, Rock Hill - $1,215,392.50
408.  EZ Trip #2, Santee - $1,213,533.50
409.  Jerry’s Mart, Piedmont - $1,213,113.50
410.  Best Stop, West Columbia - $1,210,770
411.  Red & White Grocery, North Charleston - $1,209,690.50
412.  Quickway #5, Abbeville - $1,207,715
413.  Three Leopards LLC, Bishopville - $1,206,391
414.  4 Way Corner, Denmark - $1,206,012.50
415.  Convenience Corner #1, Florence - $1,203,443.50
416.  Grab N Go Grocery & Gas, Myrtle Beach - $1,202,369
417.  Shell, Bishopville - $1,199,832
418.  Corner Pantry #129, Sumter - $1,198,240.50
419.  Quick Food Mart #2, Summerville - $1,197,886.50
420.  KP Xpress, Florence - $1,197,341
421.  Corner Stop, Moncks Corner - $1,196,254
422.  Tanner’s, Manning - $1,193,772.50
423.  Fox Corner, Hartsville - $1,191,351.50
424.  Super Mart, Timmonsville - $1,191,338
425.  Red And White Grocery, Cross - $1,189,096
426.  Daily Stop, Darlington - $1,187,951
427.  KK Mart, Jacksonboro - $1,187,270.50
428.  Cruizers #4, Florence - $1,186,827.50
429.  Get N Go, Gaston - $1,184,965
430.  Ganey Store, Ganey - $1,181,994.50
431.  Kangaroo Express #3837, Columbia - $1,180,710.50
432.  Publix Super Markets #1478, Pawleys Island - $1,179,452
433.  Auto Stop Food Mart, Ganey - $1,179,135
434.  BP Gas, Florence - $1,177,990
435.  Corner Stop #112, Rock Hill - $1,175,302
436.  Little Giant #5, Rock Hill - $1,174,082
437.  K Stop, West Columbia - $1,174,051
438.  B & M Market, North Charleston - $1,173,085
439.  Jay 2020 LLC, Andrews - $1,172,173
440.  Shiv Mart #2, Lugo - $1,170,652.50
441.  Super Stop, Easley - $1,168,859.50
442.  Energy Mart, Lexington - $1,168,833
443.  Tiger Mart #21, Dillon - $1,167,198
444.  Jumbo, Columbia - $1,166,546.50
445.  Saluda Discount Food and Bev., Rock Hill - $1,165,371
446.  Summerville Mart, Summerville - $1,163,838.50
447.  Bob Food Mart, Richburg - $1,163,746
448.  Corner Stop #1, Ganey - $1,163,463
449.  Ye Olde Grocery, Beech Island - $1,163,396.50
450.  SKS Foodmart LLC, Winnsboro - $1,162,663.50
451.  Crossroad II Exxon, Great Falls - $1,162,227.50
452.  K C Mart, Union - $1,162,201
453.  Little Giant #2, Rock Hill - $1,160,160
454.  Trade Street Mart, Pamplico - $1,160,069
455.  Cricket Express, Moncks Corner - $1,154,969.50
456.  VGO #2, Greenville - $1,151,061
457.  Elliot’s Exxon, Rock Hill - $1,150,288.50
458.  Carolina Pantry #8, Manning - $1,149,673.50
459.  Oakland Grocery, Florence - $1,148,281.50
460.  Exxon, Andrews - $1,146,629.50
461.  Sunny’s Tobacco & Beer, Sumter - $1,146,321.50
462.  Bell’s Marina, Eutawville - $1,144,926.50
463.  ED’s GT Express Mart, Greenville - $1,143,011.50
464.  Texaco Food Mart, Spartanburg - $1,142,950
465.  52 Store Inc, Greeleyville - $1,139,377
466.  365 C Store LLC, Clover - $1,137,354.50
467.  Scotchman #3124, Murrells Inlet - $1,136,117
468.  Speedy Mart, Easley - $1,134,902.50
469.  Crazy Jax Sunoco, Ridgeland - $1,134,593.50
470.  Stop N Go, Walterboro - $1,134,331.50
471.  Bennettsville Quick Stop, Bennettsville - $1,134,163.50
472.  Stop N Go 2, Greenville - $1,133,854.50
473.  One Smart Stop Inc, Rock Hill - $1,131,767.50
474.  Nanba LLC, Bennettsville - $1,131,024
475.  Stop N Go #3, Greenville - $1,129,369.50
476.  S Mart #56, Lexington - $1,128,800
477.  Aladdin Food & Grill, North Charleston - $1,126,963.50
478.  Palm Pantry #5, Anderson - $1,126,344.50
479.  JR’S Gas & Grocery LLC, Ridgeville - $1,125,792
480.  Kwik Food Store, Greer - $1,125,701.50
481.  Food Lion #1698, Beaufort - $1,124,187
482.  Caper House #1, Saluda - $1,123,992.50
483.  Stop N Shop, Florence - $1,121,409.50
484.  EZ Shop, Darlington - $1,119,497.50
485.  Power Trac #8, Greenville - $1,118,334.50
486.  MJM, Lake City - $1,118,182
487.  Easy Spot, Columbia - $1,116,805.50
488.  Blue Water Conv. Store #20, Mt. Pleasant - $1,114,798.50
489.  S & S Food Mart, Lancaster - $1,114,708
490.  Sprint Food Stores Inc #727, Dillon - $1,114,533
491.  Corner Store #1, Ganey - $1,113,502
492.  Quickway #3, Newberry - $1,112,029
493.  On The Go  #1 LLC, Engham - $1,111,065
494.  Yogi Mini Mart #2, Hartsville - $1,110,880
495.  Kangaroo Express #3239, Camden - $1,109,533.50
496.  Mit Food Mart, Simpsonville - $1,108,874
497.  Publix Super Market #1145, Johns Island - $1,108,502
498.  Quick Shop Discount, Georgetown - $1,108,452.50
499.  Petro Plus, Ganey - $1,108,140.50
500.  Snappy Food, Yemassee - $1,108,031
501.  A&P Coastal Mart, Sumter - $1,105,882.50
502.  Jay Gajanand LLC, Hardeeville - $1,105,231
503.  BNJ LLC, Fort Mill - $1,103,254.50
504.  Store #105, Laurens - $1,102,554
505.  Quick Pantry #20, Abbeville - $1,101,545
506.  Lesslie Food Inc, Rock Hill - $1,101,198.50
507.  Sav Way #28, Florence - $1,099,868
508.  Quick Mart, Columbia - $1,097,945
509.  Murphy Express #8552, North Charleston - $1,093,201
510.  Royal Food Store #7, Greenwood - $1,092,987.50
511.  Enmark Station #848, Hilton Head Island - $1,085,387.50
512.  Shiv Mart IV, Chapin - $1,083,273.50
513.  Herlong Express, Rock Hill - $1,083,089.50
514.  Gate Petroleum Co #301, Sumter - $1,082,424.50
515.  Ken’s Corner #2, Florence - $1,082,424
516.  Kwik Food Store #2, Greenville - $1,081,036.50
517.  Texaco Express, McConnells - $1,080,524.50
518.  Tire & Oil Company Inc, Saluda - $1,078,221
519.  OHM Food Mart, Inman - $1,078,155.50
520.  321 Food Mart, West Columbia - $1,077,458
521.  Central Market, Summerville - $1,076,851.50
522.  Dorchester Express, North Charleston - $1,076,759
523.  Ganesh Petroleum LLC, Ridgeland - $1,075,088
524.  Corner Pantry #126, Columbia - $1,073,679
525.  First Stop, Vance - $1,073,629
526.  Sambo’s Grocery, Bishopville - $1,073,185
527.  4 Way Fuel, Conway - $1,068,425.50
528.  Twin Lakes Mart, Trenton - $1,067,799
529.  Adam’s Grocery, Rock Hill - $1,066,294
530.  Handee Mart, Fountain Inn - $1,065,827
531.  Sunoco, Walterboro - $1,064,518
532.  Kangaroo Express #3286, Greenville - $1,064,393.50
533.  Town and Country, Sumter - $1,063,597
534.  MD Food Mart, Anderson - $1,063,534.50
535.  QuickPantry #4, Cordova - $1,062,864.50
536.  Sharpe Shoppe #2, Blythewood - $1,062,280
537.  Jiya Mansi LLC, Lancaster - $1,061,676.50
538.  MJ Mart, Fort Mill - $1,060,790
539.  Beer & Tobacco Outlet, Columbia - $1,060,514.50
540.  Speedy Express, Walterboro - $1,057,155.50
541.  KC Mart #8, Boiling Springs - $1,055,518
542.  Publix Super Markets #1266, Summerville - $1,054,783.50
543.  Darsh LLC, Greenwood - $1,053,569.50
544.  Fast Stop, Newberry - $1,051,547
545.  Aashray LLC, Andrews - $1,051,434.50
546.  Shop & Go, Camden - $1,050,434
547.  Tiger Mart #17, Little River - $1,049,328
548.  Fuel Zone, Ravenel - $1,048,591.50
549.  Country Store, Fort Mill - $1,047,161
550.  Quick Pantry #39, Gaston - $1,046,821.50
551.  Curgin’s Corner, Graniteville - $1,046,806
552.  Ken Food Mart #2, Spartanburg - $1,044,644.50
553.  Hare Pritam 2018 Inc, Lyman - $1,042,864
554.  Rania Mart LLC, North Charleston - $1,041,551.50
555.  Quick Stop, Batesburg - $1,039,942
556.  Bap’s Irmo LLC, Irmo - $1,039,240.50
557.  Money Saver, Georgetown - $1,039,031
558.  Petro Pointe #2, Moore - $1,038,606
559.  Publix Super Markets #845, Bluton - $1,037,860
560.  Towne Centre Market, Mount Pleasant - $1,037,712.50
561.  One Stop, Allendale - $1,036,302.50
562.  Oasis One Stop, Summerville - $1,036,210.50
563.  Mini Mart, Florence - $1,036,046
564.  CK Mart #11, Columbia - $1,035,316.50
565.  Quick & Easy, Barnwell - $1,033,916
566.  Shiv Food Mart, Columbia - $1,033,436
567.  Smith Grocery, Mullins - $1,033,357
568.  Gray Court Party Shop, Gray Court - $1,032,690.50
569.  Circle K #2723381, Sumter - $1,031,801.50
570.  Hot Spot #2011, Spartanburg - $1,031,686
571.  Speedy Mart, Easley - $1,031,383.50
572.  Sharpe Shoppe #4, Blythewood - $1,030,810.50
573.  Quick Stop, Clover - $1,030,411.50
574.  Shri Hari One LLC, Sumter - $1,030,030
575.  Stopngo Express, Walterboro - $1,029,530
576.  Beer and Tobacco Outlet, Summerville - $1,029,507
577.  TJ Xpress #101, Newberry - $1,028,271.50
578.  Express Lotto #2, West Columbia - $1,027,047
579.  Publix Super Markets Inc #1205, Bluton - $1,026,713
580.  Price Shell, Aiken - $1,026,511
581.  Kangaroo Express #3969, Fort Mill - $1,026,160
582.  Harry’s #2, Wagener - $1,025,643.50
583.  Keisler, Lexington - $1,024,884.50
584.  Shree Hari BL LLC, Hartsville - $1,024,396.50
585.  Chief Liquor, Bishopville - $1,022,917
586.  Stop & Save Foodmart, Aiken - $1,022,698.50
587.  Busy Corner #4, Walterboro - $1,022,319.50
588.  Sawyer’s Convenience Store, Marion - $1,021,470.50
589.  Corner Cupboard #8, Society Hill - $1,021,045.50
590.  Busy Corner #2, Summerville - $1,019,550
591.  BP Station, Greenville - $1,018,628.50
592.  Cheapway, Columbia - $1,018,429.50
593.  Corner Stop #10, Blackville - $1,016,077.50
594.  Murphy USA #7470, Union - $1,015,439.50
595.  Get N Go, Chapin - $1,015,347.50
596.  Laurens Handee Mart, Laurens - $1,015,186.50
597.  Leela Food Store, Piedmont - $1,015,110
598.  Fast Fuel #9, Williamston - $1,014,029.50
599.  Quick Point, Anderson - $1,013,957.50
600.  Power Trac #9, Anderson - $1,013,795
601.  Blue Ridge Produce, Pickens - $1,013,147
602.  Sai Mart, Lexington - $1,011,611
603.  Scotchman #3123, Myrtle Beach - $1,011,340.50
604.  BBB Corner, Barnwell - $1,010,289
605.  VP Racing Fuels, Moncks Corner - $1,008,334
606.  Paras LLC, Columbia - $1,007,999.50
607.  Lucky Sport #179, Florence - $1,007,884.50
608.  Fast C Express, Mullins - $1,007,200.50
609.  Phat Dat LLC, Manning - $1,005,948.50
610.  Refuel, Goose Creek - $1,005,825.50
611.  A & P Foodmart #2, Columbia - $1,005,544.50
612.  Community Market, North Charleston - $1,004,995
613.  KC Mart #9, Greer - $1,004,866
614.  Stop N Go, Cordova - $1,003,271.50
615.  Raceway, Florence - $1,003,265
616.  Handee Mart #4, Travelers Rest - $1,001,597
617.  Hwy 101 Citgo, Woodru - $1,000,863.50
618.  Tiger Stop, Swansea - $1,000,180.50
#466 - 365 C Store in Clover
Jaclyn, Dani, Donna, Naomi, Amy, Nate, Ley & Wesley




#570 - Hot Spot #2011 in Spartanburg
Theresa
#25 - Miller’s Store in Fort Mill
Matt, Linda & Pat
#230 - SNJ Market in Myrtle Beach
Harry, Boski & Allen
Play
Now
#234 - Sunoco Food Mart in  Simpsonville
Andy
#99 - Coastal Savers in Myrtle Beach
Atul
Congratulations again to all 
the Million Dollar Sales Club 
retailers!
We hope to see you back 
next year, along with
many others, making
the list.  
Happy Selling!
